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$2.00 PER YEAR

PAJAMAS MADE FOR
BOYS IN FRANCE

PRESIDENT WILSON
PLANS TO GO INTO
IN PROFILER'S HANDS
SECLUSION MARCH 4

X

Investigate

Washington, D. C. Forty thousand suits of pajamas made by Ameri
can women for the bays in France,
but sold to the French Government
after the armistice, nre being sold in
this country through
French
and
American speculators at $2.45 a suit,
L. E. Bickncll, assistant director of
the Red Cross A. E. F., declared today before a house war investigation
committee. They were given to the
army by the Red Cross and sold by
the liquidation commission, he said,
French speculators fretting them from
the French government later and selling them to Americans, who stripped
them of the Red Cross insignia.

X

i

The Grocery Club

X

Are You a Member?
IF NOT JOIN

We Sell at Cost, See Us
Before You Buy

ONLY SIX COMMERCIAL

FAILURES RECORDED IN
NEW MEXICO LAST YEAR

!

The Grocery Club
In the old Star Market building, West Grand f
Avenue, one block west of Main.

X

-

Santa Fe, Feb. 0. Dun's Review
for the past year record only six
commercial failures in New Mexico
during 1920, the lowest by far of any
state in the union. These six failures
involved liabilities of less than ?
also by far the best biiowing
made by any stnte. The nssets to offset these liabilities were $71,0.10. The
next state in amount of liabilities was
Arizona, with $14(1,071 and assets of
$104,li20, but the number of failures
was eighteen or three times those in
New Mexico.
Nevada was third with
sixteen failures but these involved liabilities of $20(1,072 with assets of
only $fl0,9r0. Proportionately, therefore, New Mexico was less hurt by
in
business conditions
untoward
11)20 than any other stnte.
In 1919,
New Mexico had nine failures with
liabilities of $197,931.
100.-00-

looking forward to a year of conRESERVE GOVERNOR SAYS
FINANCIAL CRISIS PASSED structive development.
I want to
intrinsically
that
is no comsay
there
New
York, Feb. 0. Discussing
parison today with conditions a year
the
expansions
arising
credit
from
when there was uneasiness and
participation of the United States ago,
among the best informapprehension
in the war, V. P. 0. Harding, governor of the Federal Reservo doard, ed over the badly expanded credit.
in an address before the Lawyers' Business is now rapidly reaching a
Club hero Saturday minimized the new level and approaching a sound
danger of a business collapse or fi- and sane basis. We have a better
nancial crisis.
banking situation. We have passed
The News Classified ads get results
"I may shy this in all candor," Mr. the danger point. We have a better
Try them phone 07.
.Jarding asserted. "Wo are now understanding of conditions."

r

Washington, D. C President Wilson pl.'ns to go into virtual seclusion
for a time after March 4.
Freed from the cares of the office,
which have weighed upon him during
his convalescence, Mr. Wilson, his
friends say, will shut himself in for
a period of intensive rest and quiet
in the new home he has purchased
here.
Ho will deny himself 'to all callers
except immediate members of his
family, it was said, and a very few
intimate friends with whom throughout his illness he has kept in contact.
No formal engagements
of nny
character are expected to bo made by
the president until he shnll have thoroughly adjusted himself to private
life, after some ten years in public
service. Even the writing which he
has planned to do upon his retirement
from the white house will be postponed for several months, his friends
say. '
Mr, Wilson is understood to have
received a number of invitations to
spend part of tho summer out of
Washington, but becauso of his delight with the pleasant weather here
last sumer, the first which he had
spent in this city, it is regarded as
unlikely that he will accept any of
the invitations:
For possibly six months, friends of
the president believe, his life will be
wholly taken up with recreation. His
chief- diversion since his illness has
been reading. He is said to have practically exhausted the field of detective stories, of which he has been
especislly fond, and more recently
has taken up novels and light stories.
He also has given some time to reading political and historical works and
poetry.
Since resumption Inst week of his
-

Let Our Laundry Service
Help You
In this our family laundry service can help you.
given you more tunc to think, more time to plan,

It

and additional time for the more important things
of life.
And it is such an economical service, and so
prompt and satisfactory, that once you have tried it
you will never return to the old wearisome way of
home washing.
Telephone, our driver will call, and in just a
little while your washing will he hack, beautifully
c. jan, and ready to be packed away.
(

The Clevis Steam Laundry
rnoNE

48

old custom of attending the theatres,
HIGH TEMPERATURE
the president is expected to continue
She "Before we were married you
as his health improves to find occasion more and more to avail himself used to say that I was the sunshine ef
of this form of recreation.
Ho also your life."
is expected to continue his daily auto
Ho "Well, I admit that you still
rides.
do your best to make things hot for
me." Boston Transcript.
Some German statesmen say Germany; will never accept
the allied
Our government hospitals contain
"reparation terms. Probably these more than 20,000 veterans of tho
are the same Gennar.s who thought Icle war and that number has been inthe Kaiser would eat Christmas din- creasing for several months at tho
ner in Paris.
rate of 1000 a month.
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See Our Display Windows ror

1
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X
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We have just received one thousand yards of silk from our buyer in the eastern market
and are offering the people of Clovis and Curry County some splendid bargains.
X

X

Georgette Crepe, Crepe de Chine, Taffeta, Foulard
Messaline, Tub Silk, Satin and Poplin
All going at the remarkably low price of
J

$1.89 Per Yard
See the' Windows in Our New Store for these Silk Bargains
X

New Stock of Ladies'

Ready-to-Wea-

r

Arriving Daily

X

M
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Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203

STOP III

2

"

Washington, D. C. Complete cessation of army recruiting was ordered
this week by Secretary Baker in accordance v:'h the direction of Congress as embodied in a joint resolution p.iHs d ever President Wilson's

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Veto.
The war secretary acted to stop all

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

W

TYi

For fire insurance see Doujfhton

T.anpaafor

TW

an'

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Clovit, New Mexico
Office Suite 3, Barry Bfdg.

Phon.

Co.

Try

No. 157

12--

tfc

2

a Clovis News Classified Ad.

Clovis Marble Works

Continues to GroV
THOMAS W. JONES

Dad Dwight, proprietor
of the
Clovis Marble Workup has a large
rtock of monuments and grave markers from $20.00 up to $50.00. He now
has another engraver to help give you
quick service. He has r.o agents and
can ;rivo the customer the advantage
if the rend man's foes. Soe him soon
is he is thinking of moving his yard
to a better place then you will have
a buy your grave stones from a
profiteering cgent.

Veterinarian
200 West Otero Street
Phone 45
Clovis, N. M.

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
,

Physician and Surgaon
Office over Fit-s- Nutioiml Bank
lies. 2G9
Office. Phone 231.
t

Dr. C. 0. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
113' South Main Street
Phone 101

Come See
4

DR. T. E.

Stock, of Marble

hi Hino

ed.

Women

,

Cardul, the woman's
tonic, helped Mrs. William Eversole, of Hazel
Patch, Ky.
Read what
she writes:
"I had a
breaking-dow- n
general
ol my health. I was in
bed lor weeks, unable to
get up.
I had such a
weakness and dizziness,
. . . and the pains were
A friend
very
told me I had tried everything else, why not
Cardui?. . . I did, and
soon saw it was helping
me . . . After 12 bottles,
I am strong and well."

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgaon
rhonc 331
Clovis. New Mexico

4

1

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH

Treats

all diseases, both acute
and rhrcnic. Office! n building
on corner north of Kiro Station.
Office phone 383.
Res. 300.
Clovis, New Mexico.

TAKE

.

v

S. J. WRICHT

m

f) Sick

lvTr.f!lna

Physician and Surgaon
Office Suite , Barry Bldg.
Residence; 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS. N. M.

i

Don't Experiment
If these remedies do not prove satisfactory, your money will be refundRUCKER'S .FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY
(The Original Korak Wonder)

Eye, Ear, Noae and Throat.
Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- via the 6th of each month.

T.

the Large

recruiting shortly after confess had
completed the adoption of the resolution which directs cessation of all
recruiting until the army is reduced
to 175,000 men. He did not wait for
official notification of the action,
completed through a vote in the senate, and no recruits will be accepted
except thoso who have served one or
more enlistment periods.
Army officers have estimated that
it will require nino months, or until
November 1, to reduce the army from
the more than 213,000 enlisted men
strength to the 175,000 figdre.
The army appropriation bill, up for
passage in the house, however, provides maintainence for only 150,000
men after July 1 and should it be enacted in that form the reduction process will have to be carried beyond
November 1. Recruiting has averaged about 1,000 men a day.
The senate vote 67 to 1 to override
the president's veto of the reduction
resolution, Senator Klrby, democrat,
Arkansas, alone being recorded as
sustaining the president.

PRESLEY

of

Dr. C

HE

CITY

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

of Air Current, DevelHigh Buildings,
Make

Study That
You

IN

I

Interesting.

learn many Interentlng
tilings about ulr currents and the way
storms develop by wutchliig the movement of pieces of paper, or perhaps
your but, as it la whirled about the
street.
A variety of miniature windstorms
are developed by the high buildings
of our cities or the forms of streets
which will repuy careful study. On
a hot day eveu, when the air is perfectly quiet, the atmosphere, ns It becomes heuted tends to rise against the
sides of rock or buildings, and If It
travels far enough will develop In a
strong wind, vhlch descends on the
opposite side and plays queer pranks.
A small whirlwind Is often produced
by the action of wind against a corner formed by several buildings. As
the wind travels down a street, especially a narrow one, It rapidly increases In velocity. A little will spill
Into the side streets, but the inula
stream will flow on, gathering mo-

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
G7; Night, 14 and 203

Telephones-D- ay,

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

The mucilage on the back of a
postage stamp is made from the
syrup of sweet potatoes. The liquid
is forced through pipes leading to
a scries of machines consisting of
roller between which sheets of
stamps are fed one at a time. The
liquid falls in a spray upon the rollers.
The sheet with its wet coating of
mucilage passes from the rollers into
mentum,
a
flue filled with hot air. When it
Watch the wind strike against the
side of a high building and notice comes out at the other end of the flue
how It mushrooms out on all sides, the mucilage is dry.
splitting Into many air currents and
Eight and
trace these till they come to rest, but
per cent of nil
be sure to hold tightly to your hat lu deaths in this country are attributed
the meantime. Hoys' Life.
to heart disease.
one-ha- lf

JURORS AND

Main Street.

S.

may

TRIAL LAWYERS

Men Who Render the Verdict Said to
Have a Distinct Influence
' Over the Counsel.

for the first time

On January 22,

in the memory of the oldest inhabi-

tant, snow fell in Long Beach, California, a suburb of Loa Angeles.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, at thty cannot reacli

portion of the ear. There Is
the dUraat-only one way lo oure catarrhal aearniu,
and that la by a constitutional remedy.
Catarrhal Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining- of
the eustachian Tube. When this tube Is
you have a rumbling sound or
Inllanu-hrarlnf, and when, It is entlr.lv
clotted. binlniHi Is the rinult.
Unless
can bi reduced and this
lo Its normal condition, hcnrliir
wl., be deitrnyed fnrt ver. Many cisei of
by catarrh, which Is
are rnun-an Inlliim-'condition of the mucous surfaces.
Hall's ratnrrh Medicine acts thru
the blood on the mucous surfaces of th"
system.
We will itlve One Hundred
Dollars for
any case of ('utitrrh.-i- l lieafnem that cannot
be cured by Hall's Cntnrrh Medlolns.
,
7r,c.
free. All lniKk-llsF. J- CHKNKV 4 CO.. Toledo, O.

ELECTRIC VACUUM

io

Juries differ widely, Charles Russell used to say, fur Instance, thut
there was ull the difference la the
world
between English and Irish
Juries, remarks the Manchester (Eng.)
Guardian. Irish Juries enjoyed the
fun uud the drumu of a trial; they
entered Into It all and appreciated the
cut una thrust; whereas English
Juries were concerned more with wondering how soon they would be released.
But there la a characteristic com
nioti to nil Juries. They have quite as
much inlluence, though In a different
wuy, over counsel as counsel have
over them. One of the greatest of
advocates, Scarlett, Lord Ablnget, declared that his success was due chiefly
to the rule he made of selecting one
particular Juryman, not uecessurtly the
foreman, and addressing the argument
as If to him personally. He would
then work away till he felt that h
had convinced this man and could rely on him when the verdict was being

i

Cleaner
uction

A FEW

min-- .

utes with

the Torringtori
Electric Vacuum

Cleaner

keeps your rugs

bright and

LET US HELP YOU

makes them last
longer.

PLAN YOUR TRIP TO

Thecarpet-sweep-e- r

California

brush knd the
powerful suction
together get up and
out the grit and the

may stop over at the
Grand Canyon of Arizona on X

surface litter.

Try one in your
KORAK OIL
own home for a few
For rheumatism and all aches and
days. Ask us now
pains, corns, bunfons, ore feet, also
to send one out.
for wire cuts and galled shoulders.
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
considered.
Clovit, N. M.
W. I. MILES FUR. CO.
116 W. Otero, 1 door west of Cotter
THE H. D. RUCKER RflMEDY CO.
African Seeds.
Hotel.
Phone 344 F3
1
Amarillo, Texas
Sixteen hundred of seeds and plants
of African fruits, vegetables, grains
uud llowers not common to this country have been sent lu the lulled
States Iiepartuient of Agriculture for
a test as to their adaptability to American soil us a result of a trip made by
Ir. II. L. Shnuu, as agricultural exffc), 1i'21.
plorer. Ir. Sliiuilz accompanied the
t'nlnn )
Sinlthsonlaii-Afrlcaexpedition which
All the past thtnKn are gone and over;
made u tour of Interior Africa from
We are now feeding ' more
The taoki are dune unj the lean ara
Cupe Town to Cairo, penetrating the
people than at any time we
Orange Free Stale, the Transvaal, the
Tcatenluy's sorrows
let yealorduy
have been in the restaurant
Kongo, I last Africa, the Sudan and
cover;
Yesterdays wounds which
Egypt, with side trips to other parts
marted
business in Clovis. There ii a
und Will
of the eonl incut and adjacent Islands.
reason for this. We are giving
Are healed with a heullng whlcli
Among the many new crops, one
niijlit hath Bhcd.
our patrons the very best posIs
u
that is viewed with iniotvs1
Himin Cuolldge.
wo feet long, which contains
gourd
sible service and plenty of good
WHAT TO EAT.
two gallons of Klti rlllt'li seed alilltll.
things to eat.
the size of an altnoliil. The nnal of
Each year tin- value of applet as a these seeds resembles thai ol the hulOPEN ALL NIGHT
health fruit Is lielng
lo! nut in taste, and, in addition to
appreciatpossibilities
a
their
as
ed.
subsiiiute,
nut
Whatever
aids In
We have adopted ' new polting
l'i
of they are rich In oil." Many new itllir
health,
icy of keeping our restaurant
course
itlils heauty as cot us and s'jiL'liiiuis, as well as grasses,
suitable for the semiarid West, us well
well and the halilt of eatopen all night. This will give
ing an apple or more a as the pine lauds of the South, some
wheat haulers a chance to
the
day In one which It Is excellent new mangoes, a number f
something to eat no matter
get
pi iiuts, some
oil
rice,
a
uud
wise to cultivate.
There
are few who are not nlile lut'git number of grains ami grasses
how late they are in getting in
The departto digest n raw apple; are among the specimens.
s
at night or how early they want
fur those unfnrtmiatea n ment has found that several crops
to get out in the morning.
which llourlsh In central Africa are
baked apple may take Its place.
A
cooked apple eaten nt lireiikfuat time adapted to the southern parts of the
southwestern United Slates.
Is n lint u in catlmrile. so with two apThe
col Ion mid Sudan
ples a day, one nt breakfast and the
other at night, one will he healthy and grass are ainim the nolo" orthy acwise, If not wealthy.
It has heen wild quisitions us u result of previous ex
by those who have made a Nt tidy of peditioits.
sueh things, that the leeih are preOpen All Night
served hy tin. eating (,f
(
Ci.int Eels.
night, fulhuved I'.v a paid liruwhlng,
It Is said tlieie are eels no one eaij
Whkh pmterts llieni frn:n the action
land. .'iMiie years a'o a giant iinei
of haeterla iliirln:; die nicht. The lemas camjit in kIi.iIIow water oil' the
on Is another good fruit to have with
of I'nglfinl. It measured S feet
yon at all ijiin s : uil:en Iniertmlly or H 'imhe., lu hiigth
and weighed
externally It Is a good partner to the pound
Colig.'is hall' that size have
apple. If the skin Is sallow, take the liceii Iw.muii
io b'le a nam's hand In
Juice of half a lemon In a glassful of two and to have driven their
teeth
hot water. If the race needs a hlcaeh,
lliroiih tin- blidle of an oar.
the lemon Is one that ean he used withII. M'llt Kllluiluil,: kit, (he r iaii:ilon
out fear.
swimmer of Honolulu, was attacked
Apple Clsca With Marshmallo'wt.
by a giant eel, which drugged him
Make a sirup of a cupful each of hullunder water, and held him there for
ing water anil granulated sugar: In nearly two minutes,
lie escaped at
this cook six or seven apples, cored and hist, hut at the cost of n linger from
pared. Turn the apple often to keep his right baud.
them whole, and test them with a skew-o- r
in lain an Iiiiiiicihc size In the
to see when they are tender.
He- rive in of New Zealand and have been,
move them H a linking dish as they known lo attack hatlu-rsIn fait,
.are done; haste with the sirup ntid many eases of drowning have been
dredge generously with siwur. Set Into
pioven In he where eels have dragged
a hot oven to glaze theta. Ilentove the bathers betiinih the surface of
to a serving dish with n spatula; pour the wilier.
the sirup from both dished around
them, and when
led a little presx
World's Jute Comes Frtm India!
one or two inarshmallows Into the coi
iiM(luct!j lttilla gives
Of
ter of each. Serve with or without
us the whole uf the worltl's Jute und
cream.
Candle Light 8alad. Arrange one a la it'1 u'(iiiirlliiu of Its lieitii. Some
hnlf of n banana In the center of n ring fKXMKK) tuns of Jute are exported an- of pineapple placed on a white loaf nunlly. Thirty years aw Italian Itull-cwits the world's Ntamlard blue, but
of lettuce. Top the tsiierlng point
with a red cherry anil serve with maythe vcKclnlilu dyes of India have been
i)c iroycd by the German aniline dyes
onnaise dressing ntid nuts.
and the principal vlcllui bus been Indifc.

t

You

your way.
For particulars as to service,
fares, etc., see the local agent
or write
,

J

T. B. GALLAHER

?

Assistant

General
Atrent

AMARILLO.

PaBBuisger

TEXAS

t
J

J
T

11-1-

Buy It

Real Service!

CABINS

Either
Way

Stll-d- .

liilii!

Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 0 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 340

For all disorders of the stomach,
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splendid blood purifier, removes worms
from the body, stops bedwetting. A
great family medicine. Price fl.00
per box.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS

Movement!
oped by

STORMS

mm

Tablets
or

'

-

The Woman's Tonic
ELECTRIC FLOOR
SURFACE CO.
New and old floors surfaced
and finished. Makes your floors
easy to keep clean. Call Gam.
mell, phono 334.

4444

4,4

4
4
4
4
4
4

Do you feel weak, diz- -

iCN
rjAf

4

f

VrtM'l

plaints

Then why not
a trial? It
should surely do lor you
what it has done for so
many thousands ol other
women who suffered it
should help you back to

4

44444444444444444
for kidney and bladder troubles,

prav-1-

to

women?

4

TEXAS WONDER

common

so

give Cardul

4

Practices in nil courts
Clovit, N. M.

Is your

t?

tAX

WALTER W.MAYES

4

worn-ou-

lackofgoodhealthcaused
from any of the com- -

4444444444

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

zy,

health.
,

Ak some

,

weak and lame buck, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladd r in both men and women. If
Hot sold by ymir dniiriri.-- t will be sent
oy mail on receipt of $1.25.
One
mall bottle often euros. S"nd for
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. H:i
292fl Olive st.. St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

1

y

who has

lady friend

taken

Cardul.

She will tell you how it

,U helped her. Try Cartful.

All

En:
J.67

1

fgtrnf mSfrmf

RICE, THE

FLUKJDESE01
Tan Year". Experience At Plumbing of All Kindt

Charges $1.00 per Hour.
Special Prices on Sewer and Jobbing Work.
"FOR THE RIGHT PRICE SEE RICE"
REASONABLE PRICES
320 North Lana

WORK GUARANTEED

PHONE 435
CLOVIS, N. M.

Liquid

I

PE-RU---A

dry-lan- d

MA

Great Modlclne

Mn. M, .?, Iilltiy, R. It, No. 1, noi 101, Calvert, Teisi, wrltesi
'I bats nied
anil know It Ii food
for coIiIr, roui.'lii and catarrh. It cured my
ratairli and I do not take cold when I
I'e ru i,a. t It a great ua illclue,"

ui

iNlrlii the bit fifty j earn, 1'e.ni na ban been
loikeil uj'on M lh rellnlile meillelne for
en.
of , very Oeicrltlloi, whether ll lie of
Hie in
and luronl, lUnneoti, buwele or other

Auieiticiiu-I'.gyptla-

v

Ogg&Boss Cafe

ay keei'lrir I'e
In the houw
nel.'t, Dertoni flete-.may

foremer-v.-

be

pruvenicd. UeltafteruieurluorSianjo Kiu.

tid Evrtywherj
"- -

i'iiTi--

n

iiw a

eaaaaeaaaaiii

til 'i I

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

.

Skarda Motor Co.

o

'
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SCIENCE NOTES

S

1

First Mortgage Loan Co.

c

1

AND

I.)
V

Clovis Abstract & Insurance Co.
SUCCESSORS TO BAKER BROS.

Accurate Abstracts, Fire Insurance, Surety Bonds
102 S.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

MAIN ST.

.

STATE BANKS

MAKE

REPORTS-

-

Sunta Fu, N. M., Feb 7. On account of the general business stagnation, with so little demand in tho
market for New Mexico's products,
practically no new money has been
coming into tho state, thereby creating a condition highly unfavorable
far all banks within tho state, it is
shown in the sixth annual report of
tho state banking department.
This

!

ri

I

report,

signed by James B. Rood,
state banl examiner, has just been
fiUd with Gov. Mcrritt C. Mcchem.i
It covers the calendar year of 1920.
Only two of the state banks suspended business during the year,
while charters were issued to ten new
banks and 8 became members of the
federal reserve ystem.
When tho department was created,
in 1915, there were 47 state banks,

of $10,429,009.
havjjg resources
There are now 78 state bnnks, and on

r'

'
tu'"
'
""V.
trollcr of tho currency, the resources
had reached a total of $27,295,305

Dolly Dill "I wouldn't marry Tie
best man in the world." Harold Hug- gins "Man hater?" Dolly "By no
means. But the best man in the
world would be so good I never could
get anything on him." Boston Globe.

" c

()

y
ft

n

)

irj.Tr.

.j

of Curry County,
Notice is hereby given to all
State of New Mexico,, that the Assessor or a Deputy will be in
tax-paye-

rs

the respective precincts of the county at the following named
places and dates, for the purpose of assessing the taxable property of said county as provided by law, for the year 1921.

Triplett's store, Monday,' January 17th and Tuesday
January, 18th.

TEXICO

BLACKTOWER

L.

Store, Friday, January 21st.

ST VRAIN

Store, Monday, January 24th.

t

Hotel, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, January 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th.

MELROSE

FIELD Post Office, Monday, February 7th.
Smithson's office, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,

GRADY

February 8th, 9th and 10th.
BONEY

.

BELLVIEW Store, Saturday, February

12.

Store, Tuesday, February 15th.

PLEASANT

HILL-St- ore,

Tho ghost of the American army
surplus sabs in France is now appearing in pajamas.

Wednesday, February 16th.

Store, Monday, February 21st.

Kendition for taxes for 1921 will be taken at the court house
every week day from January 3rd to February 2S1U inclusive.
Taxpayers of each precinct are hereby notified not to fail on
said day to make their returns of properly in order to atoid the
23 per cent penalty hrposed by law and in order that you may
secure the exempt ion granted to heads of families.

Persons absent from their precincts arc notified to make
their returns to the Assessor's Office at the Court House in the
City of Clovis, said County and State, on or before the first day

ofttircli,

1921.

1
1

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

j
CWTl 07
(.

Clovis, New Mexico

OF THANKS

CARD

9o

eo

We wish to thank all our friends
for their kindness to us durink the
sickness and death of our loved one.
Fred N . Linn, and children.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Boyle and family.

O

O
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to

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15

Years Experience

i

Equipment
Latest, Most
All Work (iuarantced
Up-to-l)a- tc

t

DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

X

i
i

DON'T WORRY
ABOUT THE COUNTRY
GOING "DRY."
They'll never put the ban on ICE CREAM, beit is recognized as a healthy, enjoyable necessity. We. sell that delicious cream that leaves such
a satisfied feeling. TITxy our candies and other confectionery. TStrictly fresh, of known purity, and
made in the most approved sanitary manner.
cause

LET'S GO TO

Hurray's Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Prop.

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain

,
''The Price Is The Thing"
Our Motto:

See us before you sell
S. W. LANE, Manager
alt

"

!!

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
J
We invite your business upon the most favor- able terms consistent with prudent banking princi- -

i
VV1

A

I

llir

k

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
Sary'.us

Capital $50,000

"The Bank That Accomodates"

it'

n

i

S

I

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

black-iitiilhin- g

HOLLENE

CLAUD

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

The Kentucky Iron Works,
and gei.erol repair work.
cylWe make a specialty of
inders and lathe work.

Store, Friday, February lien

--

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

ViV

J. Sparks, Thursday, January 20th.

HAVENER

This column is contributed by the
Science .Department of Clovis High
School, through F. P. McCall, head
f the department.
Any question
concerning this column will be an
swered by the contributor.
Discoloriied Aluminum
Gray or unsightly aluminum may
be restored to its original white, color
by washing with a mixture of 30 parts
borax dissolved in 1000 parts of
water, with a few drops of amonia
added.
Glycerins as a Detergent.
For ct.tiiin kinds of obstinate spots
(such as coffee or chocolate, far in
stance) there is no better detergent
than glycerine, especially for fabrics
of delicate color. Apply tho glycerine to the spot with a sponge or other
wise, let stand a' minute or so, then
wash off with water or alcohol. Hot
glycerine is even more efficient than
cold.
To Remove Red Ink
Aniline stains, except cosine, are
at once removed by moistening with
alcohol of 94 per cent acidulated
acetic acid. Eosine does not disappear so easily. The amount of acetic
acid to be used is ascertained by
adding it drop by drop, to the alcohol, testing the mixture from time
to time, until when dropped on the
stain, the latter at once disappears.
Oil Stains on Wall Paper
Make a medium thick paste of pipe
cUy and water, applying it carefully,
flat upon the oil stain, avoiding all
friction. The paste is allowed to remain ten to twelve hours, after which
time it is carefully removed with a
soft rag. In many cases a repeated
action will be necesary until the purpose desired is fully reached. Finally, however, this will be obtained
without blurring or destroying the n
of the wall pnper, unless it be of
the cheapest variety. In ..he case of
a light, delicate paper, the paste
should be composed of magnesia and
benzine.
To Remove Iron Rust From Mutlin
and Linen.
Wet with lemon juice and salt and
expose to the sun. If one application
does not remove the spots, a second
rarely fails.
To Remove Vaseline Stains from
Clothing
Moisten the spots with a mixture
of one part aniline oil, one of pow
dered soap and ten of water. After
allowing the cloth to lie for five or
ten minutes, wash with water.
To Remove Rust From Nickel.
First grease the article well; then,
after a few days, rub them with aj
rag charged with amonia. If the,;
rust spots persist, add a few drops It
..
1,.,.!.
U...
onmnio !'
w ii.i. u.i.ux.h.
Ill iijiiiutiiiuiiv nun fn
Rub and "wipe off at once. Next rinse
with water, dry, and polish with
Tripoli.
To Clean Old Medal..
Immerse in Lemon juice until the
coating of oxide has completely dishours is genappeared; twenty-fou- r
erally suficient, but a longer time is
not harmful.
To Remove Ink Stains From Silver.
Silver articles in domestic use, and
especially silver or plated ink stands,
frequently become badly stained with
ink. These stains cannot be removed
by ordinary processes, but readily
yield to a paste of chloride of lime
and water.

GEORGE ROACH,
County Assessor Curry County

nr
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for that npwpnper

advertisement

or

circular

may express your ideas h:it
effective tvpograph'
leal display ii necessary to rtut bet
results. With your
knowledge of your
business snd our
knowledge of ths
REMEMBER printing- - art we eaa
to 'mu
We Are Always
t tew Service; tual advantage. J0

1 Copy

i
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NORMAN E. VEAZEY & CO.
OF EL PASO
Expert Accountants and Office Svsnutizers
I

f

wish to announce that a member o" the f
within the next few weeks to give Expert
counting Service. In order to properly aua-we 'vlll be pleased to hear from Banks, lui'.
desiring our services.

i'-

f
-

i." n your city
Vivice and Ac-s:- ci
nd routes,

and Persons
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Boys' and Girls' f

We Are Experts

ones,
furm
have
gram

Club Corner

since several of the community

bureaus throughout the state
millinery in their profor spring work.

placed

usiness Is Good

agent
for Colfax county, reported eight
By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
homes in which running water had
County Club Leuder
been installed through her effort.".
Some of the plans were extremely
sl,ulf
Time for reorginixution is almost lmv
'"f .J'1 bum;! on the
me Kiicnun wmi n wipv run- outside
you
of
sure
here
your project
are
ning through the wall, but the saving
for this year's work?
to that woman who had been walking
Think of these things when decidhalf a town block for a bucket of
ing upon your work:
water meant a very great deal in
1.
Is your project something in
time and energy.
which you are vitally interested?
Is it a project that will mean
2.
"In the community club the small
something to your community?
neighborhood groop
where people
you
3.
interest others in the
Can
each other well, and trust each
know
same project so that you may have
other, and are unselfish enough to
a standard club. It takes five mem
work for a common cause, real probers for a standard club.
gress can be made."

In Our Line
Liability
Explosion
Civil Commotion
Storm
Rent, Plate Glass
Drouth
Live Stock and all kinds of Insurance on Property or Crops
Hail
Fire

Miss Harris, demonstrating

Our State Agricultural College
offers a scholarship to club members.
The work resulting in the scholarship
means "something worth working
for." In order to obtain tho scholarship you must:
1.
Carry club work four years.
2.
Finish each year creditably
(record, story, etc.)
3.
Belong to a standard club at

Full Line of Groceries
Snow White

Flour None Better
M

Wnrlr filntlioa fill anA flat)
Bawleigh's Remedies
Wq

sell the celebrated W. W. Feed Grinder. If
you see this machine and its work, you'll buy one.
THAT'S ALL.

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT.

Again the chilly days are here, and again we
extend to one and all our annual invitation to make
our store headquarters, whether to purchase or to

Creditors and all others interested
in the estate of William R. Wilson,

deceased, are hereby notified that the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, has set the 7th day of March,
visit. You are alike welcome around our big red
1921, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the County Clerk's office In said county, as
stove.
the time and place for final settleleast one year.
ment and hearing of said estate, and
4.
Carry the same project two to hear objections thereto if any.
succesivc years.
JOHN C. WILSON,
For students who are desirous of 1
tc
Administrator.
obtaining advance work In agricul
yuur uwn
ture ui- iiuine ecunuimi-s- ,
when vnu rn n ovo w th a mnn
state college is the logical solution. who is tied to a wife, there MAY be a
chance that you will some day marry
Did you know that a boy or girl ,jm; but when you set your heart on
who has finished four years of club one who is wedded to a bachelor flat,
F. B. PAYNE, Manager
work in any one project has, at least,
golf club and a collection of habits,
the first year's work in a good
case is hopeless.
riculturnl or home economics course?
According to an estimate of the
MANY LIKE THIS IN CLOVIS
began their use and they soon helped
Mrs. B. L, Hawk, Grady, has some Bureau of Internal Revenue more
me and a continual use of Doan's
than
4,000,000
individual
income
In
cockeTcls
Similar
tax
bred
rock
Cum
barred
Published
standard
Bainf
cured me of the trouble.
Doan's
this'
Each litu
for Rale. Those who have this breed returns are expected to be filed
y
Kidney Pills are a good reliable
year.
snould write to her.
The following case Is but one of
remedy."
many occurring; daily in Clovia. It
n
60c, at all dealers.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
Mrs. J. D, Hopper has secured one
is an easy matter to verify It. You
Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.
1
of the Dixon strain Rhede Island Red
r better Vroot-o- f
Notice is hereby given that letters cannot ask
cockerels and has a fine looking pen
D. Barton, machinist, 218 S.
administration upon the estate of
Mrs. Exe "Misery loves company,
of breeding birds.
Jim Holdcn, deceased, was granted Merriweather Street, Clovia, says: you know" Mrs. Wye "Net always,
to me by the Probate Court of Curry "Doan's Kidney Pills aro sure good. my dear. I guess you never had on
The Ranchvale club met Friday af fftlint
i V imbm
Rntntk
OOwA
Trtttf Mni.ii.li
An
bim mi, ln,1 ... n a very tight shoes when company called
ternoon with the county leader and
.
.1 .
u . . day o January, 1921, and all per-- causing me a lot off annoyance. Ev- - and stayed three mortal hour.."
u .
sons having claims against said estate ery time I tried to bend over, sharp Boston Transcript.
there promises to be a real live club
are required to present same for pay-- . pains would catch me in my back,
,
A
s
.
...
of last year members
this year.
? i
j ,. , L ,
I.I.IHII viiv f(.i.vu ui uiic juai - -i- n-j.
A fourth of the perishables
viv mvu vuv miu linu uu
rewere present and enough new re. from said
date or they will be forever ambition as my sleep didn't seem to ceived at the New York wholesalo
make
enrollment
of
about
to
an
emits
barred.
refresh me much. My kidneys, too." markets go to the public dumps. A
forty-fivB. F. HALL,
were out of shape. Doan's Kidney third of the oranges and a fifth of the
4
Administrator. Pills were recommended to me so I eggs received are unsalable.
Now is the time to get your meat
supply ready for summer. With the

All claims have been settled satisfactory in our 13

.

years of Writing Insurances.

0-- 4

The Scheurich Agency

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

-

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT.

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT.

Creditors and all others Interested
in the estate of Charley Wilson,
deceased, are hereby notified that the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, has set the 7th day of March,
1921, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the County Clerk's office in said county, as
the time and place for final settlement and hearing of said estate, and
to hear objections thereto if any.
JOHN C. WILSON,
Administrator.

Creditors and all others interested
in the estate of Clarence E. Wilson,
deceased, are hereby notified that the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, has set the 7th day of March,
1921, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the County Clerk's office in said county, at
the time and place for final settlement and hearing of said estate, and
to hear objections thereto if any.
JOHN C. WILSON,
tc
Administrator.
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The highest art is always the most
Assistant "Why all the excitereligious; and the greatest artist is ment?'
always a devout man. A scoffing
Scenario editor "Here's a story
Raphael or Michael Angclo in not by a famous author, and it's really a
good one. Cartoons Magazine.
conceivable. F. Blaikie.
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED GRADING, PAVING, CURBING, GUTTERING
AND IMPROVING CERTAIN STREETS AND AVENUES WITHIN
THE CITY OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, AND OF THE TIME AND
PLACE OF A HEARING AS TO THE PROPRIETY AND ADVISABILITY OF MAKING SUCH IMPROVEMENTS, AND AS TO THE
COST THEREOF, AND AS TO THE MANNER OF PAYMENT
THEREFOR, AND AS TO THE AMOUNT THEREOF TO BE ASSESSED AGAINST THE PROPERTY ABUTTING THEREON.

I
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days that are going to waste
would be i just riirht to screen the
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
kitchen porch. . If this is done and
.
You are hereby notified as follows:
That on the (Ith day of December, A. D. 1920, the City Council of and ii chair and table placed there
the City of Clovis, New Mexico, determined that the interest of the city much of the preparation of food may
required that the following streets and avenues be graded, paved, curbed, me done where it is comfortable and
t:
puttered ami otherwise inmprcved,
the work will be enjoyed instead of

These

being a monotonous task of getting
That portion of Main Street between its intersection with the south three meals a day 305 days in the
line of Munroe Avemi" and its intersection with the north line of the
right of way of the A. T. & S. V. Ry. Co. Paving to be 70 feet wide.
Main Street.

D. I. BARNETT'S

S)

()
()
v)

()

m

m

Sj.,.,Ho
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1

Mil.. ,nni.tf "mni paR 'j e.

The health and iipc'iranre of the p
Grand Avenue.
That portion of Grand Avenue between its intersection with th" west members of your family are a good
line of Connelly Street i: d its intersection with the west line of (lidding indication of the wholesomeness of
Street. This paving to be 70 feet wide, except the block between Pile
their diet.
ami unhung Mrccls, which is to be DO feet wide.

On (iiToimt of ninvm."; away from Cuny Coiinly
at my farm :) jm'lrsortli and 7 miles west 'of (.'Wis,
west of Ilaiiflivali!
house on

Munroe Avenue.
That portion of Munroe Avenue between its intersection with the
west line of Mitchell Street and its intersection with the west line of
Chiding Street. Paving to be r,0 feet wide.
Gidding Street
That portion of Gidding Street between its intersection with the north
line of Otero Avenue and its intersection with the south line of Bent
Avenue. Paving to be lit! feet wide.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14

An especial effort is to he made
for canning work. It means mdre to
Curry county homes, perhaps, than
any other one project and when
hint; nf the ritnninir find trnriten.
ing club as one then the combina- -'
tion should prove irresistnblo.
Pile Street.
We cannot depend upon the market (g)
That portion of Pile Street between its intersection with the north
line of Otero Avenue and its intersection with the south line of Munroe for our source of canning supplies Q
because of the cost of the finished
Avenue. Paving to bo 40 feet .wide.
product. If canning clubs aro to
Otero Avenue.
thrive in Cuiry, they must of neccs-sit- y
That portion of Otero A"eniin between if intninnntinn with llm
line of Mitchell Street and its intersection with the west line of the alley
be gardening clubs also. "Raise
between Pile and (.lidding Streets. Paving to be JO feet wide.
wh it you can, and can what you
raise."
That Oscar Hohbs, appointed engineer for the City to make nnd
e
estimates, mans, obiis, specifications, etc.. for the said navine im
The seed catalogues from reliable
provement, fully complied with all requirements and made and pre- - j' firms n ie the best guid
in what to
onti'(i siiul fhtinuitt's, nuips, plans, specif iotttinns, etc., to the Citv Council
ni.mt I'se the.u' winter evenings for
mm ii
"
'.
verf mTi'iiu'u arm approved oy mu yam v..ny
Council and were unlt'ivd filiH i,i thn nff, en of llin f'itv f'litt'Lr win. rn On- working yeur gnnlen on naper. Study
Crow
bi'd plan
- Is sprouts,
same m:iy be fa n bv iitiv nerson interested therein, 'dunnir 'iisiimI lnisi-- '
Hess hours, and from wliicii nny property owner may do;ermine the
cabbage and tomato plant. from test- - (g)
r.t wliieh is proposed to be levied on any particular piece ed seed9,
mated
S
ui in u n
as
i
Ilia! the tola, estimated rout of sueh grading, paving, curbing, gui- 7i,, attractive lil even more wholesome 65)
terine and inmrovii-- r ,,f ,1, v;,i
.! ,:7: ,;
it is proposed in assess the cost of ininroving said street and av nues above than beets. They are also a delightspee fii
(mi including intersections! upon all of the property fronting ful addition to canned I'oinble sou p.
vi iii'iminp up.in said specil nil .streets and avenues.
Plant at least one new vcgotabK'
the eo-- t ui pavini' intersections shall be assessed upon the property'
year and learn to serve it in at
leaeii
t
Miiun a ui'. mice oi
Mock irom such intersections.
ways.
Chinese cabl ago,
bat it s proposed to cause tjie assessments for said imnrovements tractive
to be payalili in in installments the first of which shall be due nnd piiy- - alsify, piniilito, and many other
nuie Kiioin nmy i ,o) nays alter the publication of an ordinance levying wholesome vegetable? are nut so well
bucii
and One installment fhi.ll be due ami payable on or
, v f1i, 1(, ,,
j
.(.t lu
before one year after the ilute of the publication of said ord. nance, and known
,n
,b
Ki:M,'r" N"w M,'XK,each year tb. re.ft' r mil all of said installments are fully paid, Unpaid
,w,''
(let busy with y uir garden at once.
insiainnenis will hear interest at the rte of Eiiht ner reiibim
per imnuni.
That ibe City Cumi of the Citv of Clovis will meet on Mondav,
I.ucy ruchiienii has called at the
the 21st.day if lebruaiy, A. 1).
at the hour of 7:30 o'clock p. m'..
at the Oil y Hall n s:i. (ity. at which time nnd place the owners of on ic- uiis weei and p it per card
property iibnMn:- .' ;be n tl streets or avenues so to be imnroveil, or for the poultry project. I.ucy bei therein,
any other pcr-n.- ;
may appear before sa d City Council lieves it was the early worm that got
and be heard a. to the propriety and advisability of making such im- caught nnd she is going to have
c the eo:d
provemcnts ami
r o and as to the manner of payment
therefor and as tn li e eeionnt thereof to be assessed against the properly chicks ready for it.
butting thereon ei
in fitted thereby.
Any projierty owner, 'or other person interested in the said inprove- These days when a woman appears
...n:... il...
Mfa .trlii hum nnv hIm.w.i
aid improvements, is reuested to reduce sueh objections or protests to ,B n a;lr',ct'Vu nw sri"K hut il is
to juiiin at the conclusion
writing, specifically siat'ng the grounds for his objection or protest, in not
tor it and begin.
order mat ine same may receive proper consideration hy Uie Jity Cauncil. mat ie paid
This notice given uy aullionty of the City Council of Clovis, to wonder how she could afford it.'
(
New Mexico, this ZUtn day of December, A. D. 1920.
in such hard times.
is
probably
made
of
old
two
It
out
E. E. TAGADER, City Clerk.
(SEAL)
pro-par-
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Beginning at 10 a. m.
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I will have a'TuMie Sale

Everything goes to the highest bidder with no
HORSES AND MULES
sorrel marc, 7 years old, weight
about 1100 pounds.
Sorrel mare, 4 years old, weight
1000 pounds
1
bay mure, 4 years old, weight
000 pounds
1 brown horse, 7 year) old, weight
900 pourtds.
Best bunch of young mules in the
county, 12 head, coining two's,
three's and fourV These mules
wilt not be sold in a bunch.

1

new.
1

1
1

12
1

1

Sod I'low

1

Breaking Plow

row
Buggy
Cream Separator and 3 cream cans.
Windmill Hope
1

CATTLE

2-

HOGS

I

Polund China pigs

CHICKENS
A

few dozen chickens,

I

1

Four extra good y:ung milk csws.
Registered
good anes.

John Deere.
John Deere Wagon, nearly new.
Billingtun Wocder.
Bundle Wng'in and Rack.
row I'. & O. Lister, nearly new
McCormick row Binder

1

1

2

Van Brunt Wheat Drill, 14 disc,

1

1

Set Leather Harness
Sets I'low Harness
10 flood Leather Ccllais
1
Uig Saddle
1
Oil Barrel

2

-

m

m

--

.

Bed Sp: ir.gs

Numerous other things included in
the sale.

.

-

;1

(''.

li'l,

-

-'

a- -

t"

FARM IMPLEMENTS
2
1

one-ro-

John Deero Listers.
Harrow

Free Lunch at Noon

sums of $10.00 or under, cash; all sums over $10.00.'
TEEMS OF SALE-A- 11
a credit of 8 months time will be given on approved security. 5 per cent discount for cash on sum3 ever $10.00.

'

M

D. I. BARNETT, Owner
V. TATE, Auctioneer.

DENNIS & SON, Clerks

3)
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TRANSFER AGENT
GAINS 20 POUNDS

T

RESTORED
ALSO
WIFE
SPLENDID HEALTH BY
SAYS

CHILDERS-

(g)

First Nationa I Bank

TO
TAN-LA.-

C

-

OF CLOVIS

"I owe my recovery from the after
effects of the 'flu' entirely to Tan- ,ac, and by taking it I have not only
gained twenty pounds in weight but
never felt better in my life, than I
do todny," recently declared E. K.
Childers, the popular agent for the
For the past year it has been hard to find money
Los Angeles Transfer Co., living at
to handle farm loans, but by keeping after investors
1C3 Texas Street, Pomona, Cal.
week in and week out we succeeded in selling $262,-500.0- 0
"A bad attack of the 'flu about
worth of loans made to the farmers of Curry,
eighteen months ago left me in such a
condition that I
weak and
Roosevelt and Quay Counties. We had to work
drag around and I could
harder than we ever worked before, and made less could hardly
not pick up my strength at all. I had
than ever before, but we feel that our farmers needed
no appetite and the very sight of food
the money and we are thankful that we could get
nauseated me and I fell off in weight
for them.
until I was almost a skeleton. My
nerves seemed to go all to pieces and
I
was in no shape to work at all.
We are still making loans on improved farms.
"When my mother, who lives In
1 you need a loan come in and see us, we can make
Kansas City, heard about the plight I
the loan if anyone can.
was In, she wrote and urged me to try
Tanlac. I took her advice and I am
mighty glad I did for before I got
Yours for service,
X
through with the first bottle I began to feel better. I just kept right
'
on with it and soon had such an ap
petite I couldn't eat enough to satis
fy me and I enjoyed every mouthful
of my food. I steadily put on weight
'
until I gained twenty pounds and to- dav I am in the pink of condition.
don't know whnt nerves are now, and
I sleep so well at night I get up of
TO THE SINGERS OF
mornings full of energy.
A JUST COMPLAINT
CURRY COUNTY
"When my wife saw what a good
"feelings were
effect Tanlac was having on me she
A coal heaver's
The Rnnchvale singing class and started taking it too, as sho was feel
hurt" by the unthoughtful actions of
patrons of Ranchvale community have ing badly run down at the time. It
his children.
met and do hereby formally and cor did her a world of good and she now
"Mary," expostulated this man to
dialy invite the Curry County Sing thinks as much of Tanlac as I do,
1
you
his wife, "don't J always tell
ing Convention the third Sunday in We both think there is no medicine
won't have the children bringing in April.
like it, and are constantly reconv
coal from the shed in my boBt hat?"
Being the first regular singing con mending it to our friends."
"Oh, why should you care?" de- vention of the county for the year
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
manded the wife. "You've sp'iled the 1921.
Drug Co., in Tcxico by Red Cross
shupe of that hat already, and what
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
Signed: C. A. FREEMAN,
can a little extra coal dust do to hurt
(Advertisement.)
Pres. Ranchvale Singing Class, 4 Pool.
it?"
We the officers of the Curry Coun
One of the greatest penalties
"Ysu don't see trs point," pro- ty Singing Convention do hereby ac
tested the husband, with dignity. "I cept in behalf of the Convention the that can be imposed on a Hindu is
only wears that hat in the evening; invitation of Ranchvale to convene that of being outcasted, as it means
social ostracism. No man may eat
and if, while I am out, I takes it off the third Sunday in April.
with him and his own relations will
Prof. Jno. P. Taylor, Pres.
my head, it leaves a big black band
not allow him in their homes.
Prof. J. C. McCain, V. Pres.
'round my forehead. What's the con
Miss Lula Mitchell, Secretary,
sequence? Why, I get accused of
A room ten feet long, ten feet wide
washin' my face with mv hat on, and
Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis and ten feet high contains approxi
it ain't nice, Mary; it ain't nice!"'
pounds of air.
News for $7.20 a year.
mately seventy-fiv- e
Harper's.

nnd

Total Resurces Over One Million Dollars
THE GOVERNMENT

THE COUNTY, STATE

DEPOSITS THE

run-dow- n

AND

CITY

DEPOSIT

WITH US.

it

L

FUNDS

WITH US.
WE BELONG TO THE
FEDERAL

RESERVE

SYSTEM.

Union Mortgage Co.

I

SAVING

POST-A-

The men who direct the affairs of this bank are
all successful business men and are as follows:

DIRECTORS:
C. A.

SCHEURICH

A. MANDELL
L. B. GREGG
D. W. DUNN,

W. I. LUIKART
G.

P. KUYKENDALL

H. Y. OVERSTREET
H. A. MILLER
C.

W. HARRISON

'

NOTICE OF SUIT.

m

s3

TAX

You will take Notice that the
Curry County Tax Roll for 1920

Taxes was received by me

DECEMBER 31st, 1920
and you can now pay your
taxes.

The State of New Merco to Cor
delia Lovell, the defendant herein,
Greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the Dis-- I
trict Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, in which Harry R. Lovell is
plaintiff and yourself is the defend-- '
nnt in cause No. 1705 in the civil
docket of said court; and the general
objects of said action are to obtain a
decree of divorce and the care and
rustndv of their children: and that
unless you appear and answer or
plead in said cause on or before the
of February. 1021. judg
2rtl

RANCHVALE NEWS

m

Lester Growden is improving from
the diphtheria, and no other cases arc
reported.
'
The F. W. D. school truck is still
on the sick list. He does not seem to
be very healthy this winter, ns n few
days' work seems to put him out of
commission.
We arc glad to note the neighl- - r'n'
schools are experimenting with the
hot lunch. "Ye scribe" has been
advocating that for several years.
nope itancnvnie win try it out soon, ,,.,.. .m be rt,mt,mi amn.t y0U by
(0) for we think it could be handled by default; and A. W. Hockenhull, whose
me cooKing ciuD through the cooking
n(i(i,.ess ja Clovis, New Me
ciud leader.
c0i j8 nttorney for plaintiff.
The Durham sisters, Ed Robinson
Witness my hand and the seal of
and E. A. Douglass and wife were the Court at Clovis, New Mexico, this
Sunday afternoon callers at the home the 11th day of Jununry, 1921.
of Frank Groves.
DANIEL flOONE,
(SEAL)
We enjoyed our snow Sunday night
County Clerk
and the next day it was nice and
warm and the ground soaked it all ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
up.
February 2nd was ground hogj
The Trobate Court of Curry Coun- day it was nice and sunny and Mr.
Ground hog "sho' seed his shudder." ty, New Mexico, has set the 7th day
Now we are happy, as wc will have 'of March, 1021, nt 10:00 o'clock a.
plenty of moisture for a good crop'm., at the County Clerk's office in
litis year.
j .
Mr. John Bell is drilling in wheat.
Is it winter wheat t l es. ajw waten
it grow, and see whnt result he has. "
Last year he sowed his wheat January
and it made us good as uny
other.
.
i

!,.;,

Clovis, New Mexico, as the time and
place for the final henring in the es-ta- to

of Andrew J. Wilson, deceased,
and all persons are notified to file
or make objections thereto, if any.
JOHN WILSON,
Administrator.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
The Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico, has set the 7th day
of March, 1921, at 10:00 o'clock
a. in., nt the County Clerk's office in
Clovis, New Mexico, as the time and
place of the final hearing in the estate of I.enora A. l!lair, deceased,
nml all persons nrc notified to file
or make objections thereto, if any.
E. G. BLAIR.
Administrator.

j

I

FOR

vilst,
(0)1

Mr.

D. I.

Parnett

is hem

now,

Reidorin Hotel

"'

J

12 YEARS

RELIABLE

Nth.

Same Groves spent Sunday at the
parental home.' He is staying at the
home of E. A. Douglass, hauling
grain for Jack Groves and helping
Mr. Douglass stack feed.
Hospital suffering from the effects
of typhoid fever. He expects to be
home soon, however. He has sold
his farm and expects to go to Colorado to farm this year.
' Vernon Tate is a busy man these
days crying sr.les.
Cap. Ft 7 ell is stepping around with
a new Ford Touring en'-- .
Whooping cough seems to bo the
Nothing
stvlo in th! community.
serious reported.
J. B. Hcndrix shipped his cattle
(g) to Texas and expects to drive through
gv this month. He expects to mnke his
B. F.
c home there in the future.
Whitaker has rented the Hondrix
'
farm for this year.

P. F. White

X

'

plan;. ing for his sale on February

(f

Builder's Notice
I have been in the Building Business 25 years and have superintended
work for over 15 years, was general
foreman on U. S. Government work
for 7 years, qualified to handle anything in the building line. Will contract the work is desired.

'

rJ

J

MO .RG.AN
Tax Collector Curry County
New Mexico

'

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL
j

t

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 235
Day Phone 211

;

;

:;

THE CLOVIS

NEWS,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1921.
HATCH EARLY TO INSURE
WINTER ECG PRODUCTION
flock
With the average small-fare
breed
where hens of
are kept, it is most satisfactory to let
the hens do the hatching. If the hens
breed, however it
are of a
is necessary to use incubators or to
purchase baby chicks. Whatever the
method of hatching, it is most im
portant Hint it be done at the right
time of year.
The proper time of hatching varies
with different localities, being earlier
in the South and latest in the extreme North. The aim should be to
hatch the chicks at such a time as
will allow the pullets to reach their
full development and begin laying in
October or November, poultry special
ists in the United States department
of Agriculture say, as these eerlier
maturing pullets must be depended
upon very largely for the fall and
winter egg production. Late hatched
chicks do not mature in time to produce fall and winter eggs, nor do
they live or do so well during the hot
weather.

We Have Increased Our Capital Stock

general-purpos-

TO

non-brec-

$50,000.00
Surplus $10,000.00
m
We are big enough, able enough and willing enough to do
for our customers everything that a good bank ought to do. f

Co)

The Citizens Bank of Clevis

hlitftGJuJLl Lib

i

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
that letters
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"
of administration upon thu estate of
John P. Christainscn, deceased, was homes, and deseases of several kinds hood. So if you have had company,
granted to me by the Probate Court around, hence no one ventured out. come or go, got married or died, or
(D
of Curry County, New Mexico, on the Mother Goose has learned that there some other stunt performed, let Moth27th day of January, 1921, and all is whooping cough, scarlet fever, er Goose know about it and she will
PUBLICATION NOTICE.
davit HliowiiiR that thiB certificate has
persons hrving claims against said chicken-poPUBLICATION NOTICE.
and diphtheria all in the toll other folks.
State Corporation Commission of estate, are required to present same
lu'cn published as required by law, the
Miss Curtis Boyd called at the
Rnnchvnle school.
'
of
KUj,i
New Mexico.
corporation Bhall be dissolved.
Stale Corporation Commission
for payment within the period of one
Mother Goose is very thankful to home of Mr. S purl in last Sunday to
CERTIFICATE OP FILING
New Mexico.
The principal office of said cor
year from date, or they will be for- our editor for material to send the see the sick.
United States of America, State ever barred.
poration in this state is nt Clovis, and
CEHTIKICATK OK FILING
MOTHER GOOSE.
news on from Rose Valley neighbor
E. W. REAGAN,
I'tiited States of America, State the name of the agent in charge of New Mexico, ss.
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that
thereat and upon whom service may
Administrator.
of New Mexico, ss.
there was filed for record in the ofis J. W. Wilkinson.
made
he
that
CERTIFIED,
HEREBY
IS
IT
.
fice of State Corporation Commission
There arc more than 2,000,000
No. !)ti2
there was filed for record in the ofIn Testimony Whereof, the State of the State of New Mexico, on the miles of unimproved highways in the
fice of Slate Corporation Commission
of the State 27th day of January, A. D. 1921, at United States.
of the State of New Mexico, on the Corporation Commission
Mexico has caused this certifi- - 2:00 o'clock p. m., by the
27th day of January, A. 1). 1 J 2 , at of New t
'. l l
Try i Clovis News Classified Ad.
CLOVIS MILL & ELEVATOR
cale to ue siRncn Dy its cnau mini mm
O.AA
r tvi l.v 4lin
af-- i'
sal('
be
to
Commission,
COMPANY
Sl'a'
tn('
J A LATTA GI'Ol'EK COMPANY
(No Stockholders' Liability)
corporation onrnniwd until' the! fM'tl at the City of Santa Fe on this
.
Eil McDanicl, who operates Ed's Restaurant at
A. D. 192 .
January,
a
of
corporation
orpanized under the
day
27th
executed
duly
laws of New Mexic, a
Melrose
has taken charge of the Antlers Hotel (linROSE VALLEY ITEMS
laws of New Mexico, a duly executed
HUGH. n. W1LIAMS,
i
,n,,,nvJ (Seal.)
mi v
in " i
l uuni in in
inns nhf
and will serve throe good meals a day,
room
ing
Chairman.
in
writing
said
consent
corporathat
tion be dissolved; and this Commis- - Attest:
be
A.
CommisL.
dissolved;
MORISON.Clcrk.
tion
and
this
style,'
at reasonable rates, (live him a trial.
family
sion being satisfied that nil of the
sion being satisfied that all of the (Received too late for last issue)
nv, ssew
requirements of hecti.in
Serve
Fish Every Friday.
O Dll I C requirements of Section 910, New
PPTCD O
Remember Rose Valley Sunday
Mexico Statutes Annotated, Codifica- MLLd Mexico Statutes
Every Sunday.
Chicken
Annotated, Codifica- school meets each Sunday 3:00 p. m.
Laitlvat Ask iui Drus
ivi m
nun
flrondAX
iH.fimmT
hi
both,
relating
to
Meet
cuimies,
tion
friends
and
your
1915,
the voluntary
trrl
dissolution of corporations have been
I'llli in Rt 4 iml
dissolution of corporations have been there.
m your
duly complied with;
no oinrr.
l
111.4
l)rniliL A.k 14
duly complied with;
We are very glad to report Miss
lHMtlNl It II A Ml I'lLI.KC.r ttfi
NOW THEREFORE, upon the filvratv known as lkt,
(t, Al Keltal If
NOW THEREFORE, upon the fil- .leralind Spurlin better at this writ
ing with this Commission of an nffi- SULD BY DRUGGISTS EVCRVWHCRE
ing with this Commission of an affi- ing.
Mrs. Lizzie O'Harra wus called to
davit showing that this certificate has
been published as required by law, the California to the bedside of aa aunt
said corporation shall be dissolved.
vho was quite seriously ill, but a wire
The principal office of said cor from Mrs. O'Harra states her safe
poration in this state is at Clovis, and arrival and finding her relative Borne
the name of the agent in charge b 'tier. The writer understands that
g
visit
thereof and upon whom service may Mrs. O'Harra will also
her
be made is J. W.Wilkinson.
daughter, Miss Elizabeth, who is atNo. 8850
tending school in that state.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
II r. G. B. Millholland and daughCorporation Commission of the State ter, Mrs. Mollie Watson of Clovis,
of New Mexico has caused this certifi- and the latter's son, Mr. Fred Watson,
Centuries ;i,uo a wise old philosopher said:
cate to be Mgncd by Its chairman and from Oklahoma, were pleasant Sunobvious
is
It
perish."
people
vision
llie
"Williour
the seal of said Commission, to be af- day visitors at tho home of J. P.
of course that he was not ihinkinsofphysie.il vision,
fixed i.t the CLy of fcanta Fe on this Harper and family,
27th day of January, A. D. 1921.
Mr. Walter Smith is back in our
hut even in that sense the statement rings true.
(Seal.)
HUGH. H. WILIAMS,
neighborhood with a bunch of cattle.
TO-DAON
Attest;
Chairman. Welcome to you, Mr. Smith. Bring
1 rue vision
true physical vision is ahsolutely
A.
L.
MORRISON,
Clerk.
your family in our midst.
essential. lor complete Happiness anu a proper sux- Miss Florence O'Harra left last
, Billy Jone
I
i.
TmrSoh
.1.1
2061 J Broadway Rose
Even to us who have known no Sunday morning for Albuquerque, N.
cess. Jiosr everyone iiounness appreciated me.
Something
Mai Quartet . The Harmonizert
85c j
other habitation, this world seems a M., to attend school.
of extremely poor vision or hlindness, hut
strange, if not an appaling place of
'who
to
C.
how
his
Mr.
L.
out
drove
Petree
not
appreciate
do
there are Ihousands
Amphion Quartet
.
residence. Robert Louis Stevenson. wheat farm last Sunday and was a
f Feather Your Nest
2063 J
Mai, Quart, t
greatly perfect vision contrihutos to success.
pleasant caller at the Mmcs of Mr.
1
85c All She'd Say Wat "Umh Hum! "
The value of Alaska's salmon proT. C. Gheathousc and J. P. Harper.
Billy Jonei and Ernet Hare
ducts in one year is seven times the
Especially in this intensive period when human
Mr. Roscoe Smith is very busy
of
original
purchase
price
that
hauling his grHin to Clovis and storvalues arc measured in terms of efficiency and earnf JunO Fa Trot
Gene Rodemich't Orchentra
2064
ing it in the elevntor there.
ing power depends upon results, no man or woman
Gene Rodemich'i Orchestra
85c 1 Treasure Isle
Mr. Sam W. Kent left Saturday
Fox Trot
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad,
can expect to realize a full measure of success withnoon foi points in Texas, in answer
Ivetarded promotion and
out efficient eyesight.
to a message stating tho dying condifOle Uncle Moon .
Criterion Quartet
n
in the wake of defective
follow
hlishted achievement
J
Mai, Quart,!
tion of his father.
N
.00 Lucky Jim Mai, Quart,! . Criterion Quartet
We are glad to report little Miss
vision.
Crystal June Harper about to recover
p u ; n from her experience of swallowing
I My Old Kentucky Home
. Marie Tiffany
you lnve the least suspicion that your eyes
5(1,7 J
Soprano Solo
penny.
are not functioning in a normal wanner that they
vhich
'00 Sweet Genevieve Tenor Du,t
Remember our pie supper was
you cr.- Chj, Harriion and John Young
arc not giving you the service that you require- - it
and
out, so when school
ricnue at. tho sick arc all well, we will probably
will he wise for you to go to a competent professioncan le call it again. Watch for the date.
f 17
C A
p,
r i ....
r.I... i.i i
al man for an examination.
JU,tN
Fox Trot
removal. J0
se-spring
to
beginning
Some arc
I 00
WdMiiin ha,s tho
Lovill Lady . Itham JonV Dance Orchestra
wheat in this neighborhood, others
tax Trot
riijlit to sulTcr
preparing their land to sow
busy
are
when :;hi! can
is looking fine since
10025
Kerry Dance Soprano
Dorothy Jardon
ul)Uin relief soon, niceWhent
showers.
our
1.00
wifely, ei'i'tainly
Mr. E. O. Kirk has all his land list
and promptly.
cd once, being the first one the writer
I Love You Truly
Irene Pavloika
HUM
Siippiiv you do
Soprano Solo
knows of. If you can beat this and
ha.ve headneighlirshood, let us know
Long, Long Ago
REGISTERED OPTOMETRISTS
Irene Pavloika
aches, brick- - liveandin this
Soprano Sola
we will gladly correct this.
it
aches, extreme
Mr. C. L. Brady is hauling his corn
nervousness,
Tlioo. Karle
13016 f Kathleen Mavourneen
Clovis.
to
general
and
Timor Sato
.
- J
and
son,
Groathouso
T.
C.
Mrs.
good
Killarney T,norSoio
Theo. Karle
feelings at Master Spencer Steel, were making
morning
last
one
calls
hurric4
Your
case
linies?
jonio
Brunswick Records play on YOUR phonograph
is not hopek'83. week.
Mr D. J. Smith, who of late is
These tsy in plums
Use steel or fibre needles
ure evidfiicu that making his home with Mr. Will JohnFOR
at
the
home
a
caller
was
the delicate organ- son of Clnud,
ism of llie fm'mine of Mr. E. O. Kirk and sister last
body has become Wednesday morning.
Rose Valley school is closed nt
out of order and
needs the help present on account of scarlet fever.
OF CLOVIS
Mr. J. P. Harper was in Clovis on
Nal lire's remedies
Manufacturer of one of the leading low price six cylinder cars arc
v low. Try business several days last week.
can
receiving constant inquiries from this territory indicating a constant
IT IUJ1
2
im w n m m uritr irjr itiTiii .fifTtmii:.
Mrs. Lizzie Smith end Mr. E. O.
Dr. Pierce s l'uvor-demand for this car.
Kirk, also Mr. T. C. Greathonso .were
Prescription which tho drugite
Automobile dealers or man who wants the agency for the fastgists of this country have been Sunday evening calleTS at tho Harper
T- i
xoHt- - Af m m
V r
est Belling six cylinder car on the market, here is your chance of
selling in liquid form for tho past home.
proposition that is available.
in
had
sory
to
bo
now
securing the biggest
disap
was
Mother Goose
50 years. It can
tablets also. Ingredients on lalwiL point those kindly folks from Claud
Don't wait. Write Today. Our representative will call on you.
Send ten cents to Dr. Pierce's who came In a goodly number to en
Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y
joy our Sunday school last Sunday,
Address all answers to "Automobile Editor" this pnper.
for a trial package, of tablets.
but owing to sickness In so many
Not.'cc is hereby given
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Denhof Jewelry Co.
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WANTED CLOVIS MAN
AUTOMOBILE DEALER
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Nunn Electric Co.
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published aid for the advancement
of the interests of the state. The
The Melrose Messenger reports the press is deserving of encouragement
fillowinjf shipments from Melrose in every way it can be consistently
durinjr the year 1920:
extended.
213
Cr.ttle
Other states require the publication
155
Maize, Kaffir.otc
of articles of incorporation, and so
Wheat
far as the Independent is informed,
70
Broom Corn
it is not the practice of every legisCam
lature which gets together to try to
17
Bear Grass
MELROSE SHIPMENTS

emoval Notice

Whether prohibition law enforcement under the Volstead law is a success or a failure, Is open to discussion
and is being discussed rather freely.
And to aid in that discussion, so
that it may be intelligent, it mi?ht be
worth while to refer to the records to
see just what has been done along

that

line.

The story told by the records seem
quite imposing, at any rate.
A resume of the activities of prohibition agents for the first ten
months since the Volstead law has
been in effect shows:
8450 illicit distilleries seized and
destroyed.
0180 stills seized and destroyed.
4182 still worms seized.
130,008 gallons of spirits seized

SOAKING THE NEWSPAPERS

and destroyed.
50,448 fermentcrs seized and de
stroyed.
1021 automobiles seized.
20 breweries seized.
24,409 persons arrested.
2C.959 persons recommended for
prosecution
penalties reported for
Taxes
assessment, 32,400,030,
Taxes and penalties assessed, ap
proximately, (22,000,000.
Looks big but the United States
is a big country.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
William M. Williams says that with
from state and
better
local officials, which is now being
given, another year's record will show
greater figures thnn the records of
the year just closed. Amarillo Daily
Panhandle.

NOW

1ll

I

ri

j
!

AT THE

Automobile and
Style Show
IN AMARILLO DURING THE

faille Rnvprs and Sellers
Convention
FEBRUARY

4

legis-

When industry goes out of the door
lature to carefully consider the proppoverty
comes in ut the window.
osition and to understand that it is
far from being a
matter.
It is more difficult for a man to
Silver City Independent.
behave well in prosperity than in adTry a Clovis News Classified Ad. versity.
one-side- d

over well
washed ornnire rind will
absorb the oil and llnvor
and if kept In a tlifht
always
Is
receptacle
ready to drop Into a cup

S

gallon of chocolate Ice creVni, gives
It a llnvor that every one likes?
Tlmf hulled and mushed swinish ir
cum its iniilii! a pie which
nc prefer
to pumpkin?
That minced dill pM;le, niMi'd to
polntn Kiilml, Is a welcome rluume,
If the salmi dri'sMng Is mild?
That a lit It orange rind mixed with
apple makes nn Improvement In ordinary nnple pie?
Thiil a teimpiiniiful or mure uf vims
gar added In meat will make It much
more tender If lulled while boiling?
Delicious Muffins. Pour two and
one-hal- f
cupfuls of nillli over three
ctipfuls of bread crumbs, let sinml
until sort, then I ?at with an egg heater ; add the yolks of three ofces, one
cupful of flour, two tonNponnfulx of
baking powder and a half a teaspoon-fil- l
of salt ; heat well and add one
of incited hutler and fold
In the stlllly-heatewhites of t he cu'trs.
Hake- In buttered imiffln
tins about
20 minutes.
Li:y Daley Cake Into a measuring cup drop the whites of two ei'irs.
nil the cup to one-hal- f
with softened
butter, not melted; ndd milk to fill
the cup. Now add one cupful of
one and one-haciipfuls of flour,
two tcaspooiifuls of baking powder
slfhM with the flour three times; add
a hit of salt and beat hin-r- l seven minute, nuke In a loaf, Ice with one
cupful of powdered sugar, one
of lemon extract and n
of milk j bent until creamy.
This makes a delicious white cake.

A

"We are particularly pleased in being able to bring about
this big reduction in price at this time because the farmer needs
all the help we can give him and this big cut in price will be the
means of placing a valuable power unit within the reach of practically every one of them, not to mention industrial and commercial concerns which likewise have benefited through its use and
are already realizing, to a much greater extent, its value as a
power and hauling unit. But particularly has the FORDSON
Tractor proved a most valuable factor in the saving of farm labor,
at the same time increasing the per acre crop yield as well as
making possible a utilization of previously uncultivated land, to
say nothing of removing no end of drudgery.
"There is no question that the use of machine power on the
farm is the greatest advancement made in the development of agriculture, not only in money saving and money making results,
as well as raising the standards of living on the farm to a much
higher level, but because of its proved value in making every type
of land more productive, and consequently cur desire to place the
FORDSON within the reach of all.

I any Unit our hnuae Is
-l- &lKiir Uuest.
KINKS.

r-N-

"This price change has been made possible through lower
costs of materials and the fact that wa are now located in our new
Tractor Plant with greatly increased economic manufacturing
facilities in immediate connection with our foundry and machine
shops and large blast furnaces where iron i3 poured directly from
the ore, giving us maximum efficiency with the power to reduce
cost of production, and down comes the price in line with our
policy to market our products at the lowest possible figure without in any way affecting our high standard of quality.

i,

of tea?
That a cupful of black
walnut meats, or less,
added to a custard pie,
will form a crust that Is
delicious when baked?
That a quarter of a
teaspoonful of a clnmiiiiou milled to a

At New State Garage

f

for the members of the present

"The price of the FORDSON Tractor has been reduced from $790.00
to $625.00, effective immediately.

out of breath whvti tha
through;
Hint our house la lilroly

Do you know:
That loaf sugar rubbed

SHINN

I MEET YOUR FRIENDS

of the country's clothing

m

'

An' he'R all
llnlilhi' la
An' nin xuya
a tight,
But ln' an'
all right.

CULINARY

Terms

J. I. Case T. M. Co. Agent

E

d

Mr. Edsel B. Ford, President of ths Ford Motor Company,
gives out the following statement:

wntmpor Union.)

Ni

too,

See the

D.

vloi n

lit).

,

ion

One-thir-

asks is is made in New York city.

Amoraicemetit

At our houao we IuukIi an' we sing an'
we about,
And whirl all thu chain and tho tables
about;
An' 1 ruaael niy pa, an' get him iluwn

them for

Good

Mexico.
All that the Independent

rozy, must be fed.

TRADE MARIA

e KITCADH

that next
wheat crop. Come in and get that
Engine and those Plows. We have

at

I

Owing to their knowledge of the
it is natural and proper
that lawyers should comprise a considerable portion of the state legislature and congress, but because they
are lawyer" is no Teasrn why they
should vent their displeasure upon the
poor newspaper publisher.
The New Mexico Legislature had
had been In session but a few days
when not less than three bills were
introduced for the repeal of the act
requiring the publication of articles
of incorporation. One of tliese measures has already passed the Senate.
The publication of articles of incorporation is not, as our lawyer friends
seem to think, a species of graft. It
is foi the purpose of informing tho
public of the objects and purposes
for which the corporation is formed,
the amount of its capital stock, the
par vulue of its shares, the personnel
of its incorporators and other facts.
It is information which the public is
entitled to know, especially in New
Mexico where we have no "Blue
Sky Law." It is a protection t3 the
investor.
The cost of such publication is
negligible and is in no sense a burden upon the corporation.
It is true that such publications are
a sirn'.l pource of revenue to the
newspapers of the stute and it is
equally true that the newspapers are
deserving of all the patronage which
ean be legitimately accorded them,
especialy under existing conditions.
Newspaper publishing in New Mexico
is anything but a profitable business
and in no other line can the brains,
ability and knowledgs necessary to
newspaper work be had for anything
like similar compensation. But most
daily or
of all, every newspaper,
weekly, large or small, is working in
season and out of season for the benefit of the community in which it is

is the time to Plow for

Good

Lips, howevi

2
Horses and Mules
1
Sheep
1
-- -Oots
shipments
The above are car-land do not Include local freiKht ship
ments, which amouiiteo) to several
cars.

We have moved to our new store
building on South Main. Street next
door to Plains Buying and Selling
Association and invite our custom-er- s
and friends to call and see us.

SHOW.

repeal such legislation. This "indoor
sport" seems to be confined to New

3

Hoe;9

WHAT THE RECORDS

111.

m

"There is no Change in the Pres-

ent Ford Car and Truck Prices,
which are already at the lowest possible figure and now with rock
bottom reached cn the tractor price a further reduction-iprice of
either the Car, Truck or Tractor is out of the question; in fact, tho
big price cuts have been made in ant'eipation of continuous maximum production, and increases may be necessary before lortj if a
large volumo cf new business is not obtained. Therefore, present
prices of Ford products cannot be guaranteed aaisnt possible
increases."
Ask for the book "The Fordson at Work", which will be supplied free of C03t. Let us demonstrate the value of the Fordson
on your farm, in your factory, lumber yard, coal yard, or in any
general hauling or power work you have to do and let us have
your order for a Fordson.

i)(
4

JONES fc LI1LEY,

Agents

Operating Highway Garage

S
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Full 150 yard spools:

'

tier.

Handkerchief Special

I

Rrirml

r

J

per dozen spools

J

A

A

Clark's 0. N. T. Thread
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Grand Avenue and Mitchell Street

i

91c

i

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

i

made of good quality lawn
witn roiiea eage. ' Eachoc
12 for
49c
Ladies Japenese Silk handkerchiefs, made of good material, each
13c

X

February sale of white goods at the new level of prices begins
Saturday, February 12, and ends Saturday, February 19
White Silk Poplin

Flaxon

36 inches wide, an excellent quality, specially
$1.29
priced at per yard

Good quality of Flaxon, mercerized finish, 27
inches wide, priced at per yard
39c

Old Elm Suiting

White Pongee

Good quality of white suiting, 36 inches wide,
39c
priced at per yard

White Cotton Poplin
Mercerized finish, 27 inches wide, priced at per
u
39c

yard

Guaranty Longcloth

Excellent grade, 36 inches wide, priced at per

yard

Table Damask

39c

12

Sheer, dainty Longcloth, 36 inches wide, cut in
12 yards
..$2 55

yard lengths. Price per

White Dimity

Excellent quality of linen finish Damask, 72
inches wide, at per yard
$1.19

In plain white,

cross-barre-

d

per yard

Carnival Nainsook

Belfast Cambric

and pin check, at
21c

A good staple household article well known to
all housewives, 36 inches wide, per yard
21c

Indian Head

India Linon

Excellent quality of 44 inch Indian Head, at

Fine quality of Nainsook, 36 inches wide,

at per yard

rj

29c

per yard

39c

36 inches wide, of good quality, priced

at per

yard
EVERYDAY REQUIREMENTS

Toilet Goods
Purchased at wholesale-t- he

KNOWN FOR DESCRIPTION

prices tell the story.

Pepsodent Tooth Paste, large
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
Jergen's Violet Glycerine Soap, per har
Colgate's Cashmere Coquet Soap, per bar
Woodbury's Facial Soap, 25c size
Mavis Talcum Powder, per can
Palmolive Talcum, Powder per can.
Mavis Face Powder, Fhsh and White
Mennen's Borated Talcum, per can

38c
39c
10c
10c
18c
21c
19c
43c
23c

Apropos of the

23c

TOO WELL

Pepperel Sheeting, Bleached, per yard
Pepperel Sheeting, unbleached, per yard
36 inch Pillow Tubing, per yard
40 inch Pillow Tubing, per yard
45 inch Pillow Tubing, per yard
Hope Muslin, per yard
27 inch White Ponceta Cloth, per yard
38 inch White Amoskeag Outing, per yard
27 inch unbleached Cotton Flannel, per yard
9 4
94

Honleaning

Val Laces
49c
45c
41c
43c
39c
19c
17c
21c
19c

Large lot of Val Laces containing a wide variety
of designs, all placed on one table and priced at

per yard

4C

Hamburg Edges
Widths ranging from 3 inches to 21 inches.
range from 12c to 21c per yard.

Priccs

Season Wo Offer tlie Following

For the Consideration of tlie Housewife
Sale of White Dinnerware

Aluminumware at 15

White Cable Ware, St. Dennis Pattern. A wonderful bargain. Dinnerware in this pattern sold in
open stock.
cups and

6 saucers, specially priced at
dinner plates specially priced at

6
6

$1.65
$1.35

carry Lifetime Brand, guaranteed to give
you 20 years service. Our stock is complete from the
smallest to the largest utensil.

Our Idea of Service

and 6 saucers, specially priced at

Extra Special
100-piec-

e

Bluebird Spray Pattern
very dainty; from one
of America's best pot- teries, retail value $35,
a limited number offer- ed at per set
$27.95

$1.49

Extra Special

dinner set

Hand painted Berry
sets-r-

eal

10

We

PRINCE?" PATTERN
6 cups

Discount

Nippon-- Bet

contains one berry bowl
and six berry dishes
a $5.00 value anywhere,
A limited number of
sets, priced to clear at

per set

$2.95

Toweling
Boot Toweling, absorbant, per yard
Glass Toweling, per yard
Turkish Toweling, per yard

--

21c
23c
29c

Is expressed in our policy of procuring for our
patrons the best merchandise possible, price considered.

In the distribution of these goods in the most
economical manner possible.

Reduction on all Enamelware. We carry White &
White, Dresden, Hardwear, Titan and other well
known brands, and have the best stock to choose
from.

Household Utilities
Split Maple Clothes Hampers, Med. size
Split Maple Clothes Hampers, large size

For an institution to prosper and contrbute to
the civic and commercial upbuilding of its community, it must at all times have the welfare of its patrons at heart. Knowing that we have these we face
1921 with confidence that it will be a prosperous
year in spite of adverse conditions.

$1.19
$1.49
$1.69
$1.39
49c
39c

Size 3 (large) Galvanized Tub
Size 2 (medium) Galvanized Tub

Large Picnic Basket with hinged lid
10 quart Galvanized Pails, each
Silver King washboards

In appealing to the intelligent buyer through advertising, always adhering to the truth by backing
up our advertising with the goods at the advertised
price.

Enamelware 10

I69c

Draperies
Bungalow Cretonne, 36 inches wide, per yard
Dresden Drapery, per yard

.29c
3Gc

Unbleached Turkish Bath Towels
of good quality, size 20x38 inches, purchased to

tail at 75c each, priced to clear at each

re-

49c

.........
.

I White Silk Hose
One lot of about 100 pairs of

$ Ladies' Silk Hose purchased
1 to retail at $3.00 per pair.
X Priced to clear at pair $1.69

n m

J

A

Msta

Grand Avenue and Mitchell Street

'

Oo
.

Clovis, N. M.

Children s Hose
Broken lots of Children's
Hose containing values up to
50c, all placed on one table
and priced at per pair 19c

I

County Clerk

11

1

M

-- 1

Oldest Established

Paper in Curry County

Paner of

Official

IT.

S. Land Offlcfl

L

c. a. boberson
TEH

YERR

KIWANIS CLUB H.S BIG
ATTENDANCE AT WEEKLY
NOONDAY LUNCHEON

ens
SENTENCE

at $25,000 Pending Appeal. Bond to Be Submitted (or
Approval Lest Week.

Bond Fixed

'
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Ten years in the federal prison at
Fort Leuvenworth and payment of
the costs in the case $7,800.
That was the sentence imposed on
C. A. Roberson by U. &. uisvnci
Judge Colin Neblett last Sutuiday
following the conviction of Robermoney
son in otic case of obtaining
under false pretense in the sale of
Co.,
stock in the Cannon Ball Motor
U. S.
and in the other by using the
letmails to defraud by mailing out
literature
other
and
ters, circulars
to boost the sale of stock in the
motor company.
Judge Neblett sentenced Roberson
to five years in each case and states
concurrentthfl sentence will not run
ten
ly. This will make a total of
good
years in Leavenworth, but with
behavior the prisoner may get the
or
sentence cut down
twenty monthB, leaving eight years
deand four months to serve. The
fendant must pay the costs which arc
one-sixt-

CAPTi

SCORES

The attendance at the Kiwanis
Club Wednesday luncheon was exceptionally good this week. Dr. A. L.
Dillon acted as toastmaster in the absence of the president. S. A. Jones,
cashier of tho Citizens Bank, gave
the orhl boost of the day on banking.
In an interesting talk Mr. Jones told
how banking and banks had their
origin. Ho also explained some
thing of the banking systems of other
countries as well as our own and
closed with a few pointed statements
about present financial conditions.
Rev. Brander, rector of the Epis
copal church outlined a plan for com
munity development, and taken all in
all this week's luncheon was a most
enjoyablo one.

A luncheon in honor of the visiting
Roswell High School basketball team
will be served in the domestic science
a
rooms Friday. Members of the
and Roswell teams and their
coaches are the invited guests. (
The luncheon will be served by
domestic science students, under the
direction of Mrs. Fayette Copeland,
Jr,. home economics teacher.
Clo-vi-

's

L

w.-r- e

ty

n

Mexico.

patients
Caring for ninely-fou- r
Mexico,
New
Eastern
over
all
from
is the record of the Clovis Baptist
Hospital in thj three months that it
has been open, according to Miss
Hunter, nurse yi charge.
The building now is prnctically
completed, and is equipped to care for
an additional number of patients in
ease of emergency.
n
Under the present plan, any
is allowed to take patients to
the hospital for operations and hospital care, and the institution fills a
ng felt want of the city and county.
phy-sida-

NEW COMMISSIONER.
Mr. J. A. LaRue has been appointed
county commissioner in the Melrose
district to take the place made vacant by the resignation of Dr. J. D.
Lynch. Mr. LaRue is a substantial
farmer in the Melrose district and will
make a good commissioner.

BIG

SUCCESS

speaks louder
A crowded house
than words in the praise of a stage
houses
production and crowded
greeted both afternoon and evening
performances of "The Captain of
Plymouth," given by the Clovis High
School in the Lyceum Theatre last
Tuesday.
The play, a comic opera founded
on the "Courtship of Miles Standijh."
was interpreted by sixty trained
voices under the direction of 'Miss
Marie Fischer and many who were in
the appreciative audience pronounced
it the best high school production
they had ever heard.
Mary Lillian Reagan, who played
tlie part of the bewitching little Indian princess, Katonka, and Clarence
Hobdy who played the part of the
grouchy old Elder Brewster, showed
real dramatic
that they possessed
talent, and each of tho soloists drew
applause from the crowd. Wendell
Foreman, as Miles Standish, Marion
Elliott, as John Alden, and Kathleen
deserve special
Love as Triscilla,
mention; and Kent Hunt as Erasmus
the right hand bower of the captain,
kept the audience in an uproar with
his cleverness. The audience also appreciated the sextette of Plymouth
daisies and the shy, humorous part
of Mercy, interpreted by Gertrude
Jlockenhull.
The Indian scenes were good, and
the lighting effects added much to
the play.
Fischer' deserves especial
Miss
credit for the work of the choruses,
and for the success of the play as a
t

Denied New Trial.
Judge Neblett denied the applica- AUTRY BROS. BUY
Robcr-sontion for a new trial made by
PAPER
attorneys, W. A. Gillenwater
will
and A. B. Renehan, and the case
Jas. A. and B. E. Autry, who have
of
be appealed to the Circuit Court
recently purchased the State Line
Mr.
Appeals. Judge Neblett fixed
Tribune at Farwcll from the Magna
at
appeal,
pending
bond,
Itoberson's
Oil Co., were in Clovis Tuesday. Both
$25,000.
these gentlemen are experienced!
Bond Made.
newspaper men and should make a
been
The bond of $2.r.,000 his
success of the Farwcll paper.
Fe,
made and forwarded to Sunta
attorRobcrson's
Mr.
to
according
CUPID FALLS DOWN ON
HIS JOB IN CLOVIS
neys, and it is expected that it will be
week
Approved the latter part of the
It has been a dull week for the
and Mr. Roberson released pending
county clerk in the marriage license
the appeal of his case.
department, and he accuses cupid of
fulling down on the job, for only two
MAY BE NECESSARY
TO AMPUTATE LIMB couples have been murrien here in the
past ten days.
Word was received this week from
Lawrence Burkett and Miss Thelma
went
Moorhcad, both of Milne Sand, N
t. M. Davenport, who recentlyRochesto Mayo Bros. Hospital, at
M., w.rc married Saturday by Judge
ter, Minn. The coinunication states J. P. Noble.
necessary to
that it probably will be
Maurice 1). Paxton nnl Miss .Marie
married
amputate Mr. Davenport's foot, and Male, both of Clovis,
waiting to
Monday afternoon. Judge' Noble per
that the physicians are now
limb
determine just how much of the
formed the ceremony.
removed.
must be
MRS. HAMLIN DEAD.
CAR AND GARAGE BURNED
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamlin who lived
destroyed
Fire of unknown origin
west part of town, died last
in
the garage, a Jordan car, and
Sunday
and was buried Monday at the
nt the residence of W. F. Clovis cemetery.
Mrs. Hamlin was
shortly
likens. 120 North Ross,
54 years of age and was survived by
fi,.r noon Friday. The car was in five sons and four daughters. The
buildings
wired for $:i,000, but the
funeral service wus conducted by
.nrriifl no insurance.
S. E. Thompson of the BrethElder
and it
A strong wind was blowing,
ren Church.
of
work
was only through prompt
the fire department that me resiRETURNS FROM MARKET.
burning.
dence was prevented from
Mrs. S. Grisamorc, of Grisamore
& Osborne, returned Friday from a
trip to market points in the east.
BAPTIST HOSPITAL IS
Conditions are much bettor in the
east, according to Mrs. Grisamore,
and the recent money panic appears
to be about over.
Local Institution i Buy Taking Care
MOVING THIS WEEK.
of Patient From all Eat-erNew

PLYMOUTH

High School Comic Opera Receired
By Enthuaiaitic Crowds Both
Afternoon and Evening.

HIGH SCHOOL WILL GIVE
LUNCHEON FOR ROSWELL

TEXICO-FARWEL-

DF

With practically all of the fixtures
installed, the W. I. Luikart & Co.
store is rapidly moving into its new
home in the old Lyceum building on
North Main Street. The building has
been completely remodeled, new
put in, a heating system set
up, and the interior has been redecorated. Moving will probably be
completed within the next few days.
s

whole.

BUYING NEW GOODS.
Roy R. Smith left the first of the
week for New York where he will
buy new goods for tho Smith Si Hyatt
store. Mr. Smith will be gone for
two or three weeks.

INT

has been appealed to the United
States Circuit Court but that it will
not likely be hen-- d for a number of
months.
ELEVATOR CONTRACTOR HERE.

A. F. Roberta of Sa hatha, Kansas,
and his family have been in Clovis
UNDERGOES OPERATION.
this week. Mr. Roberts had the con'
Clyde Doyle, of Portales, who was tract for the erection of the new eleoperated on Thursday for appendi vator fo. the Cramer Mill & Elevators
citis at the Clovis Baptist Hospital, Co., at this place, which has just
been completed.
is reported to be doing nicely.

RATES

D. W. Jonea, Secretary
of Uovii
Chamber of Commerce Takes
Statiitics To Santa Fe.

of the
D. W. Jones, secretary
Chamber of Commerce, is in Santa Fe
this week working in conjunction
legislators from ' Curry
with the
County in getting a reduction in
freight rates on grnin on intrastate
shipments. Tha present rate on a
shipment of grain from Clovis to a
point in tho western part of the state
is much greater than the rate on
many interstate shipments, notwithstanding the fact that the railroad
handles the intrastate shipment a less
mileage. This is an injustice to the
farmers of Eastern New Mexico. Mr.
Jones went to Santu Fe with an arm
ful of statistics
showing how
much gruin was yet to bo shipped
from this county and this week a
luaring was held before the corporation comniision as well as a conference with Santa Fu railway officials
and it is expected and hoped that
that this matter can be adjusted in a
manner that will be more equitable
to the farmer's interests.
MISS

KENDALL RETURNS
FROM EASTERN MARKETS

Lelia Kendall returned the
week from Chicago, St.
Louis and New York where she and
Mr. A. S. Veasey have been buying
new goods for the Kendall Dry Goods
Company, Mr. Veasey has not returned but will be back soon. Miss
Kendall says financial conditions arc
greatly improved in the eas and business is adjusting itself back to nor
mal basis. By visiting the various
markets, Miss Kendall says she found
just the selection she desired in the
way of new stocks for spring, and she
also found that prices were rapidly
becoming stable. "In all tho trips I
have made to market, we experienced
the prettiest weather this time of
any. The north has had no cold
weather and very little snow.
Miss

first of the

SIXTEEN PAGES

$2.00 PER YEAR

More Land to be Cultivated
In Curry County During 1921
FEDERATION WILL START
DRIVE FOR MEMBERSHIP
WITHIN SHORT TIME

T
LOST TO ALBUQUERQUE
Clovii High School Baiketball Team
Comet Home With Small End
of 22 to 19 Score.
Twenty-twto nineteen in'favor of
Albuquerque. That's the message
that the local basketeers brought
home, after their first defeat of the
season at Albuquerque last Friduy,
Albuquerque scored the first
chree points from a field basket and
a free goal in tho first few minutes
of play and it looked to Albuquerque
y
rooters as if it would be a
for the home team. But moans and
grumbles goon came from the crowd
for Clovis stopped her opponent's onrush and began to score. Excelling in
speed and passing, Clovis soon forged
in the lead, the half ending 8 to 5
In the second half
in their favor.
Albuquerque came back and tied the
score in the first eight minutes of
play. Clovis then speeded up, drawing away from her opponent with a
good margin, only to have the lead
cut down again. With the score 15 to
14 in favor of Clovis, Albuquerque
tried to break up the former's team
work by running in her entire second
team en masse but with almost disastrous results, for Clovis caged two
field baskets in 3 minutes making the
score 19 to 14. Having had a nice
first team
rest, the Albuquerque
again went into the game and by a
new burst of speed tied the score.
With V' minutes left to play, Albu
querque made two field baskets, thus
breaking the tie and winning the
game; the Clovis five being beaten
not by speed or superiority, but by
the two Albuquerque quintets together with un unaccustomed slick dance
floor.
Clovis was statid to have had the
.speediest team that Albuquerque had
met this year. The entire Clovis team
played in excelle.it form against
heavy odds and deserves great commendation for its plucky fight.
The next game on the schedule will
be played tomorrow evening, when
the home team meets the Roswell
High School five at the High School
gymnasium. Although Clovis defeated Roswell by a substantial score
in their first match, a good, fast game
is assured.
Amarillo comes here February 18,
and l'lainview February 25.
o

"Every woman in Clovis, a member of the Clovis Federation of Women," is the slogan that has been
adopted for the membership drive
which will start within a short time,
according to Mrs. E. R. Casscl, president of the organization.
The organization was formed for
civic betterment and will continue its
efforts for a cleaner and better city.
Tho next regular meeting will bo
held at the home of Mrs. Cash Ramey
on March 7th, and by that time tho
membership of the organization is
expected to be greatly increased.

IEARJSJBEDICTED
Twenty-Fiv-

CURRY COUNTY VISITED
BY BLIZZARD SUNDAY

snow fail of 2'.. inches was reduring the blizzard which
swept Curry County late Sunday
night. This amount is equivalent to
of im inch of rain, and
adils to the plentiful supply of moisture that has already, awured Curry
Comity farmers of another jio id crop
A

corded

vear.
AMERICAN

LEGION

GROWING.

The American Legion reached the
ten thousand post mark January 10,
when Foss Tost, of Foss. Okla., was
chartered in a membership campaign.
A total of 10.044 was achieved the
week ending January 21, which reg
istered a gain of twenty posts, ine
departments of Illinois nnd Indiana
led the lists the last two weeks. Extensive activity in establishing new
posts is indicated from southern departments of the Legion. Georgia is
in the midst of a strenuous campaign;
Louisiana seeks 10,000 members
the next convention and Florida
will start a drive f;r members soon.
be-f-

MOVING

TO

NEW

LOCATION,

Mandell Clothing & Dry Goods Co.
will finish moving this week into
their new location in the J. (J.
Clclland building on North Main
Street. New fixtures have been
and the store Is well equipped
throughout.
A. Mandell. manager,
is now in the eastern markets buying
new spring goods for tr.9 (tore.

ad-e- d

Tcx-ic-

Per Cent

Mora Land
Dur-

ing Coming Seaion.
g
Curry County, with a
crop year just closed is starting
in for increased production next year,
record-breakin-

according to reports coming in from
all parts of tho county. It has been
estimated that nearly four million
bushels of grain of all kinds were
produced in the county during 1920,
and less than ten per cent of the tillable land of the county Is under cultivation.
However, with the popularity of
the traitor, breaking sod Is a much
faster job than it used to bo, and
"iron mules" arc busy in every community, turning sod. Conservative
estimates place the number of tractors in tho county at more thnn 150,
and. it is safe to say that from 20 to
25 per cent more lund will be under
cultivation in 1921 thnn In any previous year.
With plenty of moisture already
in the ground, nnd conditions ideal
for another crop year, the grain production over the county forf next
year should be increased at least

TEXICO DEFEATS GRADY
BY SCORE OF 17 TO 4
In a championship match, the

e

to be Under Cultivation

walk-awa-

--

RETURNS FROM SANTA FE
W. A. Gillenwater returned this
week from Santa Fe where he has
been for the pnBt five weeks as attorney for C. A. Roberson in his case
before the Federal Court. Mr. Gillenwater says Mr. Roberson's case

LOWER
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o

girls defeatrd the Grady girls in
a fast basketball game at the High
School gymnasium Saturday evening.
Both sides played well, and it was a
good game from start to finish.
The Tleasnnt Hill team was victorious over the Curry County teach
ers, the score being 42 to 12.

CURRY LEGISLATORS ASK

h.

LOIR

FREIGHT

RATES
WESTERN UNION PUTS
IN NEW EQUIPMENT

Hull and Nichols Introduce Memorial
in Both Hornet Showing Rate

Tho local office of the Western
Union has just finished installing a
"fiuiulruplex si't," according to W. H.
Simon, manager. This new mechi-nismakes it possible to send and receive, me.;.ages simultaneously over
the same wire, and practically doubles
tho capacity of the local office. Work
of in.stallat'nn was handled by Louis
Focht and J. S. Sniallhorn of Denver,
nnd the set was installed at a cost of
$1,000.

Difference!,
State Senator J. R. Hull and Representative W. W. Nichols have introduced a memorial in the Senate
and Legislature relative to reduction
in freight rates on shipments within
the state. Mr. Nichols writes that
he feels sure that a reduction on !

m

in--

uU;.....,.n(u ...ill tin
if .. f n miij'iiiiiitn
nil,
naniciv
Following is the momorinl:

anuru.l
o..wv.t.

"Whereas, freight rates for the
shipment of grain and hay from
points in the eastern part of Nuw
Mexico to other points in the state
arc abcut forty per cent higher than
the rates from points in surrounding
Mexico, and,
"Whereas this discrimination prevents the movement of surplus grain
crops of the eastern side of the state,
to points on the western side where
livestock interests are in need of said
grain crops, nnd,
"Whereas, present freight rates lire
prohibitive of intrastate shipments to
protect the fanning interests of the
State unless such freight rates can
be placed on a competitive scale with
the rates obtainable in other states
to points in New Mexico,
"Now Therefore, Be I Resolved
that the Legislature of the State of
New Mexico respectfully memorializes and petitions the Slate Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico to effect such negotiations
with the railroads of the Stale as will
bring about a reduction in rates on
shipments of grain from points to
points in the state, such as will make
it possible for the grain raising inter
ests to' compete with grain shippers!
of other states, and thereby prevent
a great exodus of livestock from the
state to pastures in Texas and Arizona."
ZINN

MEMORIAL HELPS
THE SOLDIERS

CITf

DADS

PLAN TO BUY
L

Several Bidt Now Under Advitement
Covering Both Oil and
Steam Power Unitt.

j

The city council Inn had several
meetings this week discussing various bids on the installation of new
power equipment for the water and
light plant.
Several bids have bu n received
and the council now has these under
advisement and there will be a meeting t'.iia evening to discuss the matter further. At this time, in ail
probability, a contract will bo let.
Tho city dads are considering both
oil nnd steam equipment and there
seems to be a question in the minds
of the council as to ju.st which bidders have the best proposition to
offer the city.
BAPTISTS CALL PASTOR
Rev. C. W Stump of Henderson,
Texas, has been called as pastor of
the Baptist church nt this place by
Rev. Stump
the local congregation.
filled the pulpit at the church here
recently nnd is an able preacher. He
has been pnstor at the Baptist church
at Henderson for the past five years.

TO WRITE UP CLOVIS.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 9. The Senate has passed a joint memorial by
Zinn, Democrat, of Quay County,
asking that eighten million arid of
public domain, unreserved and unappropriated within the State of New
Mexico, be donated to the State for
men
division among the
and nurses In lots of 640 acrei without other restriction than proof of
honorable service in the army, navy
or marine corps, or as a governmental or Red Cross nurse. The remaining balance would be sold in tracts of
four sections, and receipts going to
the common school fund.

Taul T. Vickers of tho Amarillo
Tribune was in Clovis Thursday. Mr.
Vickers also spent two or three days
at Portales and points in the valley.
He is gathering material for an inof Clovis nnd other
dustrial write-upoints in Eastern New Mexico.
p

VISITING MARKET POINTS.
Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne left Monday
markets in St. Louis and Chicago
where she will buy new spring goods

for

for her millinery store. She expects
,
to return early next week.

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
owing to resumptions of the camps
and mills, the labor surplus will have
been absorbed. In regard to public
Official Paper of Curry County
building plans, at least, the present
unemployment should be a deciding
EDWARD L. MANSON
factor. Right now, during the next
Editor and Publisher
two or three months, is when employEntered at the postoffice at Clovis, ment will really be needed. In view
New Mexico, as second class matter of this situation it would be very
helpful if an early start could be
under the act of March 3, 1879.
made on proposed public buildings,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and other structures the erection of
One Year
.12.00 which is planned for the coming year.
8ix Months
S1.00
WHAT IS EFFICIENCY?

The Clovis News

Aciveniiinv ReBrMnttive
CTHE Forriim
AM KK (CAN PKKSS ASSiX'IATION
,

More moisture has again mude it
look pretty sure that Curry is good
lor another big wheat crop. Three
big wheat crops in succession will
Rive Eastern New Mexico a record
that is scarcely ever equalled in the
older farming districts and is going to
give our farm lands a stable value
that will be recognized all over the
e untry. Curry County possibly has
the
acreage in wheat this year
that has ever been sown in the county.

What is efficiency?
Dr. Frank Crane defines it thusly:
It is doing things, not wishing you
could do them, dreaming about them,
or wondering if you can do, them.
It is the power to learn how to do
things by doing them, as learning to
walk by walking, or learning to sell
goods by selling them.
It is knowing how to apply theory
to practice.
It is the trick of turning defeat into experience and using it to achieve
success.
It is the ability to mass one's personality at any given time or place;
it is skill In quick mobilization of
one's resources.
It is making everything that is past
minister to the future.
It is the elimination of the three
microbes of weakness regret, wor
ry nnd fear.
It is
clothed with
modesty.
It is persistence plus with polite-nos-

Few states have enjoyed more
development than Near Mex
ico.
That the affairs of the state
in general are in good shape is proven by a recent statement from Dun's
Review which says there wero only
ix commercial failures in the Sunshine State during 1920. No other
state in the union has this few failures. This is a remarkable record,
particularly so when it is considered
that in the latter half of 1920 conIt is the hand of steel in tho velvet
ditions were very unfavorable to the
livestock and many other industries glove.
It is alertness, presence of mind,
of the state.
readiness to adjust one's self to the
BUILDING MUST NOT
unexpected.
It is sacrificing personal feelings
BE DELAYED
to the wil' to win.
It would be most fortunate in view
It is impinging the ego against the
of the present labor situation if combine' ion of events luck, fate
building could be revived throughout custom nnd prejudice
until they
the country, and this applies with give way.
full force to every community. ReIt is massing the me against the
cent heavy reductions in the price of universe.
building material doubtless would
It is the sum of three quantities
make it possible to erect structures purpose, practice and patience.
at a cost which would represent a It is the measure of a man, the
fairly staple value. While some items renl size of his soul.
of building material may be reduced
It is the ability to use one's pas
the plcntitudc of labor at this time sions, likes, dislikes, habits, experiand the abundance of contractors ence, education, mind, body and henrt
ready to bid, probably would overnnd not to be used by these things.
come any saving on material thnt
It is
concentration,
might be realized by delay. If build- vision and common sense.
ing projects arc delayed until next
It is the sum total of all that's in
summer, it will then be found thnt, a man.

s.
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Never In the history of New Mexico
was the opportunity greater for the
man who wishes to go into the sheep
or the cattle business. Cattle and
sheep can now bo bought at a price
which insures safe investment and
takes tho element of risk out of the
business. The range country of the
United States has been depleted by
tho past drouths and these pastures
will begin to restock with the coming
of spring, Thereforo tho law of supply and demand which governs all
business to a largo extent will force
the prices bnck to a higher level. The
revolution in South America is seriously injuring the cattle industry in
that country. With the opening of
factories and the employment of labor, the consumption of meat in the
United States will be greater. With
the easing of European credits, the
foreign market for cattle and meat
priducts will be greater. The man'
who stocks his grass at the present
prices of sheep and cattle cannot go
wrong. Portales News.

Our Stock of Optical
Goods Is Gomplete
Our stock of Spectacle Frames, Mountings, Louses and Regular Optical Goods is complete One of the largest in Eastern
New Mexico.

X

CONCRESS DOES ITS
SPRING PLANTING

It is estimated that the appropriation necessary to supply members of
Congress with free seeds this year
will total f300,000,
or $120,000
more than the last distribution.
Just why these should be known as
"free" seeds is a nice question nnd
will bear considerable explaining, but
in view of the larger question of why
Congressmen should distribute seeds
nt all, it will probably be well to puss
up a debate over this matter of terminology and get down to the more
important one of taxes.
The facts are that the distribution
of seeds by members of Congress is a
wasteful and needless practice. The
seeds go to hundreds of thousands of
persons who do not want them and
who merely throw them away. Like
the seeds of the sower of the parable,
some fall by the wayside and are eaten by the fowls, some fnll on stony
places and wither away, and some fall
among thorns and are choked.
Some congressmen refuse to have
anything to do with this travesty.
They will send seeds upon request but
not otherwise. The majority, however, consider seeds excellent campaign propaganda and use all they
can get.
The public, which hears a great
denl about economy and listens to a
great many promises that public
funds will be wisely administered,
cannot but wonder why the distribu- -

t
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Prescription Lense Grinding

Wo have one of Hie best equipped lense grinding plants in the

state and your work will not only be skillfully done hut in the
shortest possible time.
You will not have to wait very long when your order is placed
with us for it is executed right here in Clovis.
Take advantage of our splendid equipment and save time.

The Optical Shop
C.

t
t

E. WORRELL, Optometrist
Lyceum Theatre Building

rfTTTTTTWfTTT'
tion of seeds is not turned over to
the Department of Agriculture where
it can be handled intelligently.
Is it because the seeds are for
votes and not for crops? Dearbornc
Independent.
GROWTH OF THE TELEPHONE.
The growth of the telephone since
its invention only forty years ago has
been amazing. Today there are approximately
2.500,000 telephones
in use in the United States and the
messages carried total over twenty-twbillions per year.
1

o

LOVE

ANNOUNCE

MJfilS

People of the Aisne Realize Debt
to Doughboys.

That They Will Remove to
Their New Location
121-12-

3

North Main Street
Old Lyceum Building

THIS WEEK
Where They Will Be
Pleased to Meet Their Friends and

Patrons With Courteous Service
and Quality Merchandise

IF IT'S NEW WE HAVE IT"

"Let Americans" Will Long Ba
membered With Gratitude In
That Part of Francs.
Alexander Wonlcott writes In the
North American Itevlew that whatever
of hitieriiess anil disappointment there
limy he traced In the attitude toward
this country anion;; certain French
people and Mint hitlei'lless
Ik
exiik'iieraleil hy some of the
uncomprehending
tourists you ti.i.l
none of it in the Aisne.
Alter all, any mini's notions on lui:.'e
qnr-li,.is narrowed nnd loloivd nnd
ileili'ded hy Ins ohm pci'sonnt e.spcii
ewe. suppose ninny a Vnnl; who lorl
his nnn In France and "lis Int. T lleocecl
hy some l iiiuli sinew i.ow cures
precious lit lit wlmt lieioines of the
"frog's" the next lime (leui.iiy
Imt senilis "I'lien
knuw nut I'.nttaiiy
In.ithiT whose hmnii iim thn
Is a daily reminder
f a possum
s, - r'i .ii In olive ilrah who saved In'
i stupid midwife
"V
had Minded I
torn. If the must caustic of Paris
i.wspapeis could dissuade her from
linirty enthusiasm for "les AmiTl-rains.-

x
lowed, and then, In time, heard thnt
NOTICE OF SUIT.
the (iermiins were In Inglorious retreat
to the other end of tlin world. All
The State of New Mexico to
this she saw with her own eyes, heard
Cr- with her own ears. So, when some uelia I.ovell, the defendant
herein,
tired pollu snys to lier scornfully: Greeting:
"And did ynti know thnt those eftroy-ablHu are hereby notified that a suit
Americans are claiming they won h"S been
filed 11(,ainflt you ,n tRi
the war?" she probably makes answer:
tnct culll.t of (:urry County, New
"Alon (lieu, anil didn't they?"
exic, i whi.-- Harry It. L0Vell ,s
So, If It he n cood thing to hope
and yourself is the defend-- t
I'l'd.ff
that France nnd At
lea will remain
in cause No.
In sympathy with hiiIi oilier not that
i705 j ,hl. civ.
of sad courtjnnd
their chancellories should always l.e
the general
In cnhoois,
hut that Hnir peoples "bjects of said m.til,n ,.,. , .u),taj .,
should ,e fraternal nnd mutually
"
of divorce and the
care ai d
may all he dad that the
of their children; and that
'""'!.v
.
hard-pfolk of tin- Aino nt
""''' you appear and answer or
least ii. not think of ihc Americans
in said cause on or
as comrades in arms win., uln-before the
the l;1"'"!
fighting Was over, packed gnly "IT -'- lb day of February, 1921, jud-'l- ent
will be rendered against
ami left them neck deep m uani ami
you hv
'l rm,lt;an,IA. W.
trouble.
Iloekenhull, wlios;.

"'M

'''e

I'"'"c.ss ,dr,

'.

;., cil)Vi.H)

x,w

M,.s.

ck

I

1'Z7"',tc

e. 0.

num.

Administrator.

MANY LIKE THIS IN CLOVIS

mmm,
"ITi

TCA3TED",

or mushier

the woman who heitins
over the rich old farm on the outskirts
of llcnii
mar Kcllcuii wood.
To her the war was n distant rum-Mina faraway disaster, till one day
all her neludilmrs from the north
seemed In lliuhl past her door nnd
every one told her she too must 11 y.
Then in came certain fresh yoiini;
Americans
who clitnhed
Into her
grenlors. strung wires from her tool-houdisplaced her cows with map
tallies ami slept :ill over her houe.
She heard the enemy come lamming to
the very edge of the landscnpe visible
from her upper windows, saw these
newcomers 'hurry up to get heiween
her ii i,d that enemy (very obliging of
ItieinJ, knew of the tussle that fob

SM

Hawk Makes Fatal Mistake.
is attorney for plaintiff.
The other day the family of II. P,
Witness my hand and the seal ,f
Mnlshury of Indaystnwn. N. .1.. heard
ourt at Clovis, New Mexico, this
a crash of breaking class nnd discovll'e 11th day of January, 11121.
ered a bay window broken, and Hop.
ping helplessly about the Door, a large (SKAI.)
DANIEL BOONE.
1"I,'Mtc
hawk.
County Clerk
Knocked to the floor, also, was a
freshly stulTed rluguurk pheasant, ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
Which Russel Mnlshury had shot durOF FINAL SETTLEMENT
ing the gunning season and had Just
I he Probate
Court of Curry Coun-ly- .
brought home from the taxidermist as
New Mexico, has set
the 7th dav
a gift for his mother.
The stuiTeii
"'
1021, at 10:00 oVd-hint had been left in the hay window
m, at the rnunty cierk'a office in
while the family admired II. and lie
"via, New Mexico, as tho time and
hawk, probably sighting It from a nearby tree, hail made a Phi yard swoop place of the final hearing In the es- ''' "f 'enora.A. lllnir, deceased,
for Us Intended prey, only lo ira-l- i
through the unseen glass harrier anil and all persons nre notified to fi!.'
or make objections thereto,
Injure Itself fatally.
if any.

CIGARETTE
Mo

tho

cfgarctto has

flavor as Lucky
Strike. Because)

Lucky Strike Is Ijvj
tsasted cigarette.""
7

Similar Gum BeinB publi,hed In
Each lnue
The following case is but one of
many occurring daily in Clovis. II
is an easy matter lo verify it. You
cannot ask for better proof.
K. H. Barton,
machinist, 218 S.
Merriweather Street, Clovis, 4ys:
"I'oan's Kidney Tills aro sure j?iod.
Some six years ago my back was
causing me a lot of annoyance.
y
lime I tried to bend over, sharp
pains would catch me in my back.
I always felt tired out
and had no
ambition as my sleep didVt seem to
refresh me much. My kidneys, too,
were out of shape. Donn's Kidney
Pills were recommended to me so I
hegnn their use and they soon helped
nic and a continual uso of Donn's
cured mo of the trouble.
Donn's
Kidney Pills are a good rclinble
remedy."
G0c, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.
1
hid-ne- y

Foster-Milbur-

n
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To live to be One Hundred and Four
Eat Bread made from Sunlight Flour.

Sunlight Flour

We are Making it every hour?

Sunlight.

We are Making it absolutely right!

Try it, it's the best.

Cramer

Elevators Co.

Mil.

only brand of flour the mill makes. are finding a sale all over Eastern
After choice wheat is selected, it is Xew mexico. The managers if the mill
first well cleaned, then scoured twice, pride themselves on the fact that

IS

then washed, and finally scoured
twice more before it is ready for the
rolling process. Then the grain
goes through a number of sets of
rollers in which process the flour and
The process
the bran is separated.
The flour mill operated In Clovis used by the local mill is whnt is
by the Crumer Mill & Elevators Co. known as the Uerrian Process, made
famous as the method of making the
is now operntinif for twenty-fou- r
best high patent flour manufactured.
week,
in
the
days
six
daily,
hours
Possibly one of the most interest
County
making flour from Curry
ing parts of the milling process of
one
has
institution
home
wheat. This
Sunlight flour is the Alsop Bleaching
one of the best flour mill3 in this ennroccss which is used. This not only
tire section of the country, in fact it
bleaches the flour but ages it, makequipof
kind
has some of the Bamo
ing flour which comes out ot the mill
ment of some of the biggest mills in
as good the day it is sacked as it is
ex
an
M.
Gossett,
L.
Mr.
land.
the
in six months from that time.
perienced miller, has charge of the!
50 Barrel Capacity.
milling department or the Cramer
mill is now turning out
Cramer
only
The
the
place,
In the first
Mill.
(200 sacks) of Sunchoicest wheat is selected by Mr. daily r0 barrels
products which
other
and
light
flour
the
flour,
Sunlight
go
into
to
Gossett
J

!

they make only one grade of flour
and make this grade just as good as it
is possible for flour to be made.
WILL DRILL BETWEEN
PORTALES AND TEXICO

It has leaked out that machinery
hus been bought from the Continental
Supply Co., and was shipped Tuesday
of this week to be used in drilling an
oil well between Texico and Portales.
The name of the company to do the
drilling has not been disclosed but it
diamond
h
is rumored that a
core drill will be used to make the
test. Fortalcs News.
two-inc-

BAD HABITS GROW

0

Er-m-

It Es

Successive Stages in Husband's
Carelessness.

mr

Daily

Especially Is He Apt to Be Thought
lets of His Wife' Comfort
the Years Advance.
to consider end solve the
printing problems (or our
customer, end each one
we tolvc dive, ui just to
much more experience :o
apply to the next one.
Thi. ii what keeps Ui
buay thi. is why wenre
best equipped to do your
printing in the way it
should he done. Surpose
you ii'.k ui to tnhinit

Man U a careless creature by nature and displays It in the stones of
hU lifo when he should be most careful. Perhaps his carelessness Is only
visible In Its most aggravating form
to his women folk.

The imputation that It Is a constant vice would be rcsenleil, because
n

False friends are worse than open
enemies.

daughter, Florence; Mr. and Mrs. 0.
a
E. I'attison and family, and Miss
Westfall. A lovely dinner was
served and everyone had a Rood time.
There was u large crowd at Sunday
school lust Sunday.
Singing was held at Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Marks' Sunday evening.
Mrs. Hose's
A new boy entered
room last week, but his work was so
far ahead of the fourth grade that
he was sent into Mr. Rose's room.
Claud school is certainly making
fine progress this year under Mr. and
Mrs. Rose.
The children are much
enthused over their teachers and everything seems to move along smooth
ly. The scholars have the trust nnd
respect for their teachers that counts
as much as the teacher's understand

man,

while

he

tuny

grow

more

careful as he grows older In mutters
ing.
pocimena and quote
affecting his work, his health, possibly
price.
(Editor's Note. Last week thu
observe,
to
his appearance, falls
make-uman put u sijuib in Claud
a
Is,
that
Wa Make a Specialty
creature as he
items that did not belong there. It
ot Printing IAUIiI careless attitude hus arisen and beSTATIONERY
was one of thaso brain storms of the
come a habit In bis married life,
editor and should have been separatRefute marriage a man's every effort is to please the woman ; after
ed from thu Claud items by a dash.
ward, to plense himself, writes l.ady
It was something or other about folk.i
There
de I'rere. In the Paris Mail.
und might have
being
It
the
comes a time some people call
an appropriate item some where
been
danger year when cigars, clubs ami
Great train and little Pain make a
else but certainly had no place in the
company are first consideration with man soon weary.
Claud items. We are due the Claud
a man.
lie makes appointments and
correspond
.'lit an apology. The Claud
then tells bis wile, where once be eon
injuries
It costs more to revenue
items are among the best edited rural
salted his wife, and then made up. than to bear them.
correspondence that comes tJ the
pointments.
Carelessness, that Is nil. Hut his
Innocence is like an umbrella News office.)
wife, whose thoughts are at times vlv
when once we've lost it we must
Idly retrospective. Is wounded on each
never hope to sec it back ugain.
ami every occasion.
The blatant carelessness of the
breakfast newspaper once started de
velops from first hasty glimpses ar
CLAUD NOTES
(be news to grim, masticating silences.
A husband becomes
careless In his
hours, careless In bis caresses, caw
less in all his attentions to bis wife,
The big pie supper at Claud Satur
Some men become careless about
be SOME pie supper.
their clothes, particularly In the day evening will
ma e candy wi
home
and
I'op
corn
for
tlm
do
Anything
will
house.
house.
That Is nn added slight to also be sold. A popular girl contest
his wife and n Mattery to himself, lie with a special nnd unusual prize for
Implies (hat she is not worth the price the winner is another feature, and the
of n new tie, or the? donnlni! of a handsomest or ugliest boy might get
coilar, and that his own personality Is one also we don't know yet. There
GENUINE
potent ngulnst the effect of the baggihe something new, all right.
est of trousers.
There will bo talks by Mr. Rase
Men never quite lose the little
Mr. Dean rattison, and Miss
courtIn
and
tlHr
traits that mnrked them
ship days. They will still show n hunLouise Wills, Red Cross nurse, will
dred and one little politenesses and tell of her adventures overseas during
considerations hut to other women the war. There will be music, too.
than their wives. The effort lo con- We are telling you this much so you
tinue for years the same attentions to will all be hoping for the pie supper
the one woman Is too much for th
we are not telling you
for
average man. Where once be hastened to come, but
flood
hoping
for a big crowd.
We're
all.
now
wool
he
lo recover a fallen ball of
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bennett and
allows his wife lo curry the coul upstairs. Yet his manners outside his Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marks enterhome may still be up to his old
tained the following at dinner Sun
day: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose and
d

p

Deep rivers move with silent ma
jesty shallow brooks are noisy.

6

hard-heade- d

ANNOUNCING
OUR REMOVAL!
On or about February Fifteenth we will move to our
new location in the building just vacated by MandelPs.
We will be glad to meet all our customers and friends
in our New Home.

Harris Furniture Co.

tin

11

Boll"

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
cigarettes
lUc
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If the bread
Sunlight.

PERSONAL MENTION

la
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right, the flour ia

Saddles and harness
Clovis Shoe Hospital,

If the B read Is Right
Ain
the rl our is Dim light

repaired at
West Grand

Avenue.

If

it is tin- best flour it is Sunlight

K it

best.
Cash Hami--

made a business trip
to Muleshoe tin- first of the week.

Miss Minnie Rogers left this week
not Sunlight, it is not the for a week's visit with frieniis and'
relatives in Amarillo. and Lubbock

Attorney McGee of Portali-visitor Tuesday.

s

was

a Clovis

Miss Azlect I''loyl was sick for
several days last week.

When you think flour

think Sun

a

Don't risk your property without
Wo repsufficient fire insurance.
resent some of the beat companies.
Dough on Land Co.

light
The best for lightbrcad
flour.

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Melton of Ft.

Sunlight
E. Dennis made a business
to Magdnlemi and Albuquerque
week.
J'

Mike
Mundi'll of Albuquerque
spent several days in Clovis this week.

trip Sumner, who have been visiting in
this Clovis for the past week, returned
home Sunday.

ITS MADE AT HOME

We repair all kinds of furniture at
Some diamonds are worthless, also
The bread will be pretty and white Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand several grades of coal. The best coal
'
We have it. Lane
is the cheapest.
Avenue.
if you use Sunlight.
& Sons Grain Co.
We buy and sell mules and milk
Mr. Dennis Reynolds of Shamrock,
cows, also sell you groceries as cheap Texas, is visiting his brother-in-laThe bread will be pretty and white
as anybody. Willmon Bros., old Lane Mr. Ernest Iiaird.
if you use Sunlight.
Star Wagon Yard.
Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
Phone No. 72 for Plumbing and
Harness and Harness Supplies at
Case Listen). See us before buying.
Electrical Repairing.

We Want Your Grain

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
I

It is a story

of the Kentuc.'ti
and of those sturdy,

IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT

Hills
quaint people who live in the
mountain timberlands.

Clovis, New Mexico

'''l'H

If the flour is Sunlight, the breud

will be right.

Hohcrt It. Miller made a businew
trip to Amurillo Tuesday.

Milton Stc'le left this week for u
short business trip to Iliixtun, Coly
Regular Meeting
Miss Mabel Steed of Raiiehvule
Clovis visitor Sutunluy.

was

CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Win be held at Masonic Hall

, Second and Fourth Friday
nightg of each month,
t 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
I'. A. LaShier, Recorder.

Better order a sack of Sunlight,
Bruce Sullivan mude a business trip
flour.
to Amuriilo Wednesday.
S. M. Kirby of Texico was a visitor ut the News office lust Saturday.

WA7fUl

Made

wiruu

wheat

We promise nothing impossible
Electric Filling Station, 1'hone 04. tf

from choice Curry County
A. W. Hockenhull made a trip to
Sunlight flour.
Roswell Thursday an legal business.

Keith left Sunday for a
short visit with friends and relatives
in Dallas, Texas.
R.

C.

If you want to

If you want to

be right, use Sun-

light.

bo right, use

Robert F. Stone was a busineis
visitor to Muleshoe Tuesday.
Sharpneek of Fowler, Colo.,
J. Frank Necl has been in Kansas arrived in Clovis Monday for a short
We promise nothing impossible
City and points in Kansas this week business visit.
Electric Filling Station, l'honc 64. if
on business.
H. E. Baker, who has been in El
Mrs. II. L. Williams and children
Let Cornell refinish your auto. Dorado, Arkansas, for the past few are here from Roswell.
This is a goed time ' to have it days, will return to Clovis Sunday.
done..
Every sack of Sunlight flour
Cash Rumcy and J W. Wilkinson guaranteed,
H. Bell and family left the first of of Clovis have recently purchased the
G. XV. Hyde of the Pleasant Hill
thfl week for Arkensas where they elevator at Muleshoe.
expect to remain for some time.
community whs a Clovis visitor TuesMr. and Mrs. D. F. Thomas returnday. Mi- Hyde is planning to rent his
Road Service, ANY place, ANY ed lliis week from a visit in St. Louis farm and move to Clovis this spring.
time. Electric Filling Station, Phono and also to points in Kentucky.
Scott McDowell, Mrs. T. S, 0. McC4.
J. F. Myalt of Klnton, Texas, was Dowell, and Mrs. Jack Wilcox of
G. P. Kuykendull mude a business hero last "ck visiting ut the home of Portalcs, v:sited
in Clovis and attrip to Ft. Sumnei the first of the his daughter, Mrs, J. H. Trimble.
tended the Elks entertainment Friday

as "THE GAL IN PANTS"

Mrs.

IN

"The Mountain Woman"

-

From Chas. Neville Buck's Novel "A Pagan of the Hills."

week.

evi.niiiir

r
I
n
.nr. aim ;nrs, Binaiiwoou
irom
Western
Oklahoma
are here looking
Clyde Cockerel ami family of
Read the advertisement about SunCurry County lands.
larillo were Clovis vis'tors Thursday.
light flour on page three of this
210-jtfsection.
stopped off here enroiite home
, it .
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When the child was born, Old McGivens was disappointed-- he
named her "Alexander." All the neighbors called her "The
gal in Pants" and the
And in this story of the
"He-Woman.-
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Kentucky Timberlands she takes her part among the men, doing
a man's part. There is action galore in the story and a tender
love story that will make you glad to have seen it.
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"PRETTY LADY"

Alamo

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

Word was received this week from
Mrs. W. J. White, Jr., of Ruoscll-- !
ville, Ark., who has been visiting in Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Pritchard, who
y
lived in Clovis, and who
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ffiime-lHowell, returned to her home Friday. arc row making their home in Santa
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PARTY

husbands Feb. 22 at the home of Mrs.
W. A. Havener. This will bo a Colonial party. All .will dresB in Co

Wayne Harrison entertained Friday evening with a forty two party lonial stylo.
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Harrison, in honor of
George Bell, who in wed to EI Dorado,
Ark., Monday. Twelve guests were
present and Gene Walton won the
high score.

t

t

CHURCHES

There will be a house warming at
the Presbyterian manse, 317 N. Pile,
Woodmen Circle meets Tuesday Thursday evening. All Presbyterians
afternoon, Februnry 15th, at the and friends are invited to come.
Committee.
home of Mrs. Ralph Martinson North
Connelly, just across from Court
BAPTIST CHURCH
House. All members urged to be
present. Out of town members welDr. Bruner will preach
at the
come. Important business, as our
State Convention meets in Clovis on Baptist church next Sunday morning
and night. Dr. Bruner is state secApril 25th.
retary.
KENSINGTON CLUB
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Mrs. C. E. Dennis entertained the
Corner Pile and Vigil
Kensington Club at her home last
Sunday school, 0:45 a. m., E. W.
Wednesday afternoon. All club mem
Classes
Superintendent.
bers were present. The guests were Bowyer,
Mrs. Heed and Mrs. Bougham. Each for all ages.
Worship und sermon at 11:00 a.
member responded to roll call by giving a favorite recipe. Delicious re- m. and 7:00 . m.
Christian Endeavor at 6:00 p. m.
freshments were served to those presA cordial invitation to all.
ent by the hostess.
W. M. Elliott, Pastor.
SIX O'CLOCK DINNER
METHODIST CHURCH
Dnrrcll Johnson entertained a numAt the Methodist Church, Sunday
ber of his friends at a six o'clock dinner at the home of his parents, Mr. February 13, 1921.
Say, did you see thut crowd at Sun- -'
and Mrs. I. C. Johnson, last Friday
evening. After a delightful repast, day school last Sunday? Four hun- in all departments.
the evening wns spent in playing (Ired and forty-signmes. Guests present were: George !):45. Como early and hear the or-- ,
Bell, Wayne Harrison, Smith Wright, chestra and choir.
Preaching by the pastor at 11:00
Wilson Whiteley, Gene Walton and
Misses Bofnicc Mordecai, Deon Sum- a. m., and 7 :00 p. m. Subject 11 :00
mons, Thelma Houk, Blanche Steph- a. m. "What Lack I Yet?" Subject
enson, Oceola Beckwith
and Lena 7 :00 p, m. "The Progressiveness of
Sin, or Whnt Became of the Young
Merle Pierce.
Rich Ruler?"
PROGRESS CLUB.
Senior League 6:00 p. m. fine
program. You will enjoy an nour ai
Mrs. Cassel was hostess to the the friendly church.
Progress Club Tuesday afternoon, asR. B. Freeman, Pastor.
sisted by Mm. Kuykcnda'l.
Rail call wa.i unswered with a tried
CHURCH OF CHRIST
recipe.
Connelly & Belden
Mrs Cassel gave a splendid food
Our crowds arc growing, our
demonstration which was thoroughly
is deepening," and our love for
enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Johnson sang a beautiful things divine is becoming mora full.
May all catch that spirit of brotherly,
solo..
of Christian
Mrs. Reynolds of Clnvis and Mrs. love and that vision
Montgomery of Carlsbad were guests. service which should ever character
Then can
Delicious refreshments were served. ize the children of God.
The club will meet with Mrs. Bick-le- we serve both God and our fellow
Let
way.
man in the
February 2'.!.
us come together next Lord's day
mean things,
all
WOMAN'S CLUB
leaving
and seek to exalt all Christian virtues.
Mi's. Clyn Smith was hostess to the
Sorvicea for Sunday.
Woman's Club Tuesday) afternoon.
10:00 a. m.
Bible Classes
Twenty-twmembers were present. Preaching
11:00
was leader rnmmiinn nr.fl I'Vllowphin. 11 :45 a, m.
Mrs. A. W. Hoekenhull
for the afternoon. She gave a beau- Singing
P- "
tiful "ketch of the Colonial period, Preaching
7:00 p. in.
their home life, conking and table
All members of the church arc
utensils and manners, homemade especially requested to be on hand
medicine and their pleasures; all on time.
Fr'ends,
Hiiilo different from today indeed. strnmrers and all others will receive
Mrs. Stevenson read an article on a warm welcome. Come' to the place
"Ear'v American Fireside and Home where peoph" delight to serve God.
Life" from the Bay View mnga.ine
G F. Mickey, Minister.
which wns also fine. Roll call was
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
answered by giving items from other
chilis. Mm. McDonald, president of
Splendid interest has been manithe Portales Woman's Club, was guest
for the afternoon and told of the fested among the students in the class
in progwork of their club which was inter- in vocal music which has been
esting and instructive. The club ress at the Church of the Brethren,
guests for the afternoon were Mrs. corner of Munroc and Thornton Sts.,
clnss
Fred Dennis, Mrs. McDowell of Por- for the past two weeks. The
February 13
tales and Miss Shalcr from Toledo, will close Sunday night,
The club will entertain their with a sacred concert, beginning at
Ohio.
WOODMEN

THESE PRICES ARE GOOD FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 15, 16 & 7

CIRCLE

x

0

races m urocenes:

Sptarn
FORTY-TW-

V

IT

FLOUR

COFFEE
31b
31b

lib
lib
31b

lib
lib
31b
31b

Maxwell House Coffee $1.25
Folgers Coffee
- $1.50
50c
Folgers Coffee
Chase & Sanborn, Coffee 55c
Chase & Sanborn C?of fee $1.60
55c
Hills Bros. Coffee
Schillings Coffee
5c

Peaberry Coffee

Arbuckles Coffee
City Coffee
Garden
lib

$1.00
$1.00
26c

.

SOAP! SOAP! SOAP!
Bob White, 17 bars for
Bob White, per case

$1.00
$5.75

White Flyer, 18 bars for .$1.00
$5.50
White Flyer, per case
$1.00
Joy Soap, 18 bars for
$5.50
Joy Soap, per case
P. &. 6. Naptha, 3 bars for 25c
P. & O. Naptha, per case$8.00

SUGAR and SPUDS

White Crest, best flour on
$3.50
market, per 481b sack
Amarylis flour, best soft wheat,
per 481b sack
$3.25
Great West flour, best hard
wheat, 481b sack
$3.25
Sunlight flour, 481b sack$2.50
Meal, 25 pounds
$1.00

CANNED GOODS
55c
Apples, per gal.
Pineapple, per gal.
$1.10
95c
Peaches, per gal
i
95c
Apricots, per gal.
90c
Plums, per gal.
Texas Blackberries, gal. ..$1.10
Blackberies, solid pack
$1.20
gal.
$1.10
Pears, per
No. 2 Tomatoes, per doz. $1.80
No." 2 Standard corn, doz...i..0j
No. 2 Tomatoes, per doz. ..$1.50
No. 2 Justice Corn, per doz. $'2.03
No. 2l2 Luxury Peaches, can 40c
No. 1 White Lilly Peaches, 25c
No. 2 Pineapple, sliced, can 40c

LARD
Pure Lard, per pound
Large size Cottolene
Large size Compound

20c
$1.60
$1.40

CONDSENED MILK
Baby Milk, per doz.
Tall Milk, per doz.

80c
$1.75

Sugar,
Sugar,
Spuds,
Spuds,

10 pounds for

$1.00
$9.00
$1.00
$2.75

per cwt.
30 pounds for

per

pounds

100

CEREALS
Post Toasties, 2 pkgs. for.45c
Kelloggs Corn Flakes, 2 pks. 45c
3 large Alton Oats for
$1.00
3 large National Oats for ..$1.00
Rice, 12 pounds for
$1.00
Navy Beans, 12 pounds for $1.00
Lima Beans, 9 pounds for..$1.00

SYRUP and HONEY
King Komus, per gal

$1.25
$1.25
Fancy Sorghum, per gal. $1.25
B brand Sorghum, per gal. $1.25
Red Karo, per gal.
90c
Blue Karo, per gal.
85c
Mary Jane, per gal.
85c
Pure Extracted Honey, gal $2.25
Pure Ext. Honey, case
$13.00
Ranger Syrup, per gal
90c
R. C. Compound Syrup, gal. $1.25

Velva,

per gal

he

Stallings Grocery Co.,
PHONES 22 and 25

y

GREEN TRADING STAMPS GIVEN ON ALL BILLS PAID PROMPTLY
3 DAYS GRACE ALLOWED.

p.-tt-

15TH and 1ST.

o
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Let Doughton Land Co. write your!
If it is not Sunlight, it is not
7 :U0 p. m., at which time the publ'c
jhest.
will have an opportunity to view the fire insurance.
work of the class. Songj a;d hymns
from some of the best writers of the
day will be rendered, also selections
by Uio octette 'and solos by Prof. M.
Mayes Heiny.
Prof. Heiny, who has been direct-- j
in? the class, has been a teacher of
vocal music for years. He has had
a wide and varied experience as a
teacher, cholrister, evangelistic singer and director of music for Sunday
school conventions and other large
gatherings. He is also a soloist of unusual ability, possessing a baritone
voice of wide range.
You are cordially invited to attend
the closing number of the .'lass.

and

"Cnrresses," Brunsis a big hitv
Hoc.
Let us play it for you. Nunn
Electric Co.
VKcrie"

wick Record No. 20(17

Our coal business is black but we
"Homo" and "Cnrresses," Brunsyou white. Lane & Sons Grain wick Record No. 2007 is a big hit.
Co.
Let us play it for you. Nunn
Hoc.
Electric Co.
The Hustlers class of the First
your auto in
Cornell will
Christian church will give a party at
the home of Mrs. H. 0. Robinson first class shape. Have it done now
g
before the pring rush, corner
this evening.
and Hagcrman,
Shoe repairing neatly done at Clovis Shoe Hospital, 4th door west of
Tom Yelverton, recently of AlbuAustin's
querque, has moved to Clovis. Mrs.
Yelverton will join him here within!
"Rosie" and "Carresses," Bruns- a few days. m
wick Record No. 20C7 is a big hit.
85c.
Let us play, it for you. Nunn
If it is not Sunlight, it is not the
Electric Co.
best.

treat

Queensware and Glassware ut

Gid-din-

H

km&r

Beginning Saturday, Feb. 12th.

the'

.int---

y

Regular Communication.
A. F.
A. M.
Next Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
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Everything Goes at CLOSE OUT PRICES

Pianos, Player Pianos, P.1ioivt;ii1is, Violins, fluilnrs, Mandolins, Panjos. rkclclcs, Pnuiis, Music Cabinets, Piano lynches ami
Peconls, Player Polls, Sheet Music, etc
Stools, Music Satchels and polls, French Harps, Jews Harps, lliiiuanatones, Phonop-ap-

We expect our ROCK BOTTOM PRICES to clean everything out in a few days.
Absolutely quitting business. All fixtures for sale.
SEE

HAND

BILLS

FOR

PRICES

CROFT MUSS C COMPANY
$
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,vere four fet drep.
Mr. Earl Boncy ar.d Miss Frances
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Harrison were married Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Dclhragc to Clovis.
Both
pitrtirs have a hest of friends who
wish them all happhv ss on the sea of
matrimony on which thoy have enter
ed so early.

v

i

ANNUAL AUCTION SALE

iw
ADVICE WAS WHAT HE SOUGHT.

i
t

"You're married, ain't you?"
"Yes."
.'Well, what's your next movo when
the wife says she has nothing more
to say?"
"I place myself in a comfortable
position in the easiest chair in tho
house and prepare to spend an hour
listening to her say it."

V

i
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t
t

ones&ivameroii

HIGH TEMPERATURE

i

--

,

She
"Before we were married you
used to say that I was th'. sunshine cf

X

your life."
He
"Well, I admit that you still
do your best to make things hot for
mc." Boston Transcript.

:

HEREFORD, TEXAS

Try a C'ovis News Classified Ad.
Phone us.

No. 07.

IN NEW SALE PAVILION

m

He Signed with an "X."

unusual suit, Involving the use
as a signature, wns.
tried at, Atlnntle City, N. J., before
The action wns
.Indue ingersoll.
brought by the estate of Mlchnel Qulnn
BRnlnst Mrs. Mnry Henry for $150 for
rent for an apurtment, and Mrs. Henry
displayed receipts for the money.
adventures, barely escapes with her Qulnn, when living, was unable to
life when the local hotel is set afire write, It wns Instilled, and was In the
by a loafer, meets a hundsame hnhtt of signing papers with a cross-nirk.
stranger whom she helieves to be a
s
estate averred that the
The
mountaineer hut who is really an un
on the receipts were not mnde
scrupulous city libertine, is kidnapped hy the snme person as marked the
by a band disguised as the Klu Klux lense.
The handwriting expert from
s
Klan and just has all sorts of adven Philadelphia testified that the
on both were made by the rams
tures. The story is full of action
from start to finish and is one that person nnd were therefore authentic.
you'll really enjoy. Also showing a Judge Ingersoll gave Judgment for
two-reSunshine comedy, "Pretty Mrs. Henry.
An
of n

Pearl While Enaclt the
Part in "A Mountain Woman."

oross-nmr-

n

Pearl White is situ us "Alexander"
McGivens,
"the Kal in mnts" the
in "The Mountain
a story adapted from "A I'hkuii
of the Hills"' hy Qiarlcs Neville Duck.
Reared in the timberlands of Kentucky, she is regarded hy the mountaineers with admiration bocnus.' of
her wild beauty and with fear because
of her daring nature. Her father,
wounded, she undertakes to float his
lops down the river to the sawmill
and meets with a series of dramatic

cross-mark-

cross-mark-

I.r.dy," and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon
China's Metal Import.
Saturday
Theatre
vnlne of China's metal Imports
The
to
Try
night, February 12th, 1921.
wns 7(l.ini,031 In WW, as compared
get in.
with $21.(110,174 In 1IH3. The advance
In value coincides with an equal
In
quantity. Copper Ingots
he returned.
were Imported In very much larger
James Miller and J. W. Shaver
quantifies Hum ever before and the
CAMERON NEWS
accompanied by daughters, Altie and value was more thnn 10 times as
Zella, freighted wheat to Hereford great os In 1013. The copper Importthe last of the week. They started ed Is used almost exclusively by the
The birth ritpni'it in this mii'l lina Saturday and did not return until mints. Manufactured Iron shows con- sl.lenil.le gains. There was n large
been steadily increasing for a hum- - after the storm.
l
Josie Crecelius spent a few days Increase In the Importations of tin In
f
i,. n
in, .1,...., i
of the
This Is a product
slulis.
a baby girl comes to a home, but thej'1 week at the home of her brother,
Kwangsl
inlnes, and Is relmported
,iml
K'''"1
family,
boys are dominant in number. A
from Hung Kong after having been
and family were
liobcrt Jjhnt-toshort time ago we stated the arrival'
exported there from China.
of two bovs in one day, but each dinner guests at the I.nbban home
were in a different home. Last week Sunday.
Hard Times.
Because of th" storm there was no
twin luys arrived at the home of Mr.
"Elderly married men have a pretty
Sunday
Virgil
Dunn's
singing
at
and Mis. Henry Stovall.
hnrd time of It. Their wives cure for
tlH'in no longer, und pretty fcirls ac
J, ('. Woods freighted a load of night.
Mr. Met onnell of ( lovis was call-- , tnally despise them."
wheat tc Clovis Kridaj and returned
ing at various homes here lust week
The speaker was George Adc. He
Saturday.
in the interest of the firm of Jones; went on:
.Mrs. I. ida Shaver
and children,
"In the lotuiee of n fashionable
& I.indley at Clovis.
Bonnie, Battie and baby, visited SatI overheard one night n
Cicncvn Baker and children are
conversation between nn elderly
urday with Mrs. Isler. They also took
staying with Mrs. H. F. Cogdill for a
married man und his wife.
some corn to mill.
short time, in the absence of Burchell,
" 'Bill,' the wife hissed, 'I don't like
J. D. Cameron started to Clovis win is working in the coal mines at
the way you looked at that girl In the
Tuesday and was taken seriously ill. Callup. N. M.
outrageous yellow gown.'
After driving about a mile he became
"'Well.' said nil! savagely, 'she
Quarterly conference was held at
His brother, I!ev. A. New Hope Sunday afternoon.
uncmseioiis.
didn't, either.'"
PreW. Cameron was with
nnd siding Klder, Ilev. J. B. Cochran of
him
Builds Rainbow Bank.
brought him home and summoned Dr. AlluKpienpie was present, nlso Rev.
A monument
Hale.
to the persistence of
Crawford and Mr. McCrew and Mr.
the pioneer spirit is a bank building
The Clovis mail failed to arrive Stewart from (irady.
In northern South Pakota, a unburn (g
Monday.
Mrs. S. J. Lobban called on Mrs.
It la
ntt.ii.t ii n Itu
nfu uiir.i
;
Carl Wilkinson cairn in Saturday Isler Saturday while Mr. Lobban was
((f rm.k ff
m
atfrom Mineral Wells, Texas, to
having milling done.
imrK roundabout. But the
tend to business here.
Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel King were startling pnrt of Hie story Is that tne (fS)
,
.,.,.1 Willi,. C
I.......
Mr. M
,1. f V tl C,.lf m,,!1
i. ...
Il,
Johnston anil family took dinner with family.
done by one mason, uniisslsii'd.
For
Mr. nnd Mrs. Isler Sunday.
A snow began falling here about nlmo.it a year he tolled, splitting the
:o
Kay Leach brontlit out s imo lum- - three o'clock Sunday nfternann and iflaelal bonlTS with Iron we.l-c- s
f"lf-I'l"- K.
red, pl
ber from Clovis the la,t of the week, continued lint Monday.
The wind r,'v,,,,i "",r rl,'h
y
"" Kr"'and took a cow back in bis ruck as b!ew it into drifts, some of which

,,,.

i

mday9
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60 Anxiety 4th Herefords
50 FEMALES

nt the Lyceum

J

Feb

10 BULLS

t
THE SEVEN GUDGELL

&

SIMPSON BRED COWS WE

Militant with a splendid Beau
Randolph 3rd bull calf at foot; Genive, a daughter of Domino out
of a Beau Modst clam. She has a bull calf at foot by Beau Randolph 4th. Correline 5th, a daughter of Beau Dandy out of a Militant dam, Modesty 14th by Beau Donorus and out of a Dandy Rex

sell include Gingerbread 4th, by

cow ha3 a heifer calf

at foot by Beau Randolph 3rd; and three

daughters of Beau Modest; two of which have calves at foot, one
by Domino and another by Eeau Randolph 4th. We are also selling
one daughter of Beau Randolph

with a Domino 2nd bull calf at

d

j

,,,,;

,,

-

foot and two daughters of Beau Blanc Visage, one with a Superior

Mischief heifer calf at side, the other with a Domino 2nd bull calf.

daughters of Superior Mischief, Beau
Randolph 1st, Rex Stanway, Beau Converter, Don Arthur and
Beau Matador by Beau Dandy. Every one of these heifers are out
The yearling heifers include

of a Gudgell

&

Simpson bred cow. There will also be about 25 four

and five year old grandaughters of Beau President, Domino and
Beau

Picture.

THE TEN BULLS WE ARE OFFERING ARE INTENSE-l-

y

Anxiety bred and include 4 sons of Superior Mischief, one son
of Beau Randolph 1st, one son of Beau Randolph 2nd, son of Beau

SURPRISE

fnJiV NO 3

Randolph 3, and sons of Bocaldo 6th and Rex Stanway.

Two of

these bulls are tried sires, the rest of them being from 18 months
to 2 years old. These bulls merit a place

at the head of good herds.

Harry M. Schwartz, Manager
Sale catalogue now ready, Secretary R. J. Kinzer will clerk

New Goods Arriving Daily
Come in and see us our prices
are the cheapest.

Surprise Store No. 3
At Whiting's Old Stand

the sale.

COL. FRED REPPERT, Auctioneer

JONES & DAIERON
HEREFORD, TEXAS
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SCHOOL NOTES I

High School Building Virtually Young
People's Center.
There hus been considerable tulk
in the past few years far a Community Center, or a Y. M. C. A. That
ono or the other is needed goes without question, but whether cither one
can be had for some time is questionable. In the meantime the high
school building hus proved to be the
moBt populur center in the city. Ever
since the short days have been with
us there has been one continual use
of the gymnasium. Basketball, a few
years ago an unknown game, is now
the most popular of all sports for
young people. The Board of Education, in building thq gymnasium, contributed one of the finest additions
ti the city, for when our young people are given an opportunity to express themselves through
games, they are learning the lessons
of citizenship. Many boys go for the
first time into the gymnasiurh and
lose their temper bcfeie they have
been there an hpur. In a year from
that time the boy's life is changed.
He can stand all sorts of rough play
and still wear a smile. How many of
the citizenship of Clovis can do it
now?
Occassionnlly we find a boy
or a girl who cannot learn the lessons
pluy.
We are told
of
that Germany never did play such
games, and hence in the great war
did not know haw to play together.
Can it be that these impossible young
people have in them the same tendency that the individualized Germany had that of conquering the
world by her own efforts?
To show the use of the gymnasium
the high school has a first team, a
second team and a Freshmen team
all composed of boys. There are bix
departmental boys' teams, another
team composed largely of alumni boys
and a number of young men of the
city, then the sixth grades of the two
ward schools have a team each, and
the girls in the departmental school
have organized teams.
The rural
schools have found their way to the
gymnasium, and scarcely a week has
passed without some team from miles
away using the floor. This use is
granted for the paying of actual expenses by the rural teams. In all
there arc fifteen local teams, and perhaps six country teams using the
floor.

Just now the high school boys are
planning a Hi-club. This means
a high school club for young people.
The club will not only uae the gym
nasium, but their organization will
be similar to that of the Y. M. C. A.
A nailing room filled with cood
books is a needed asset. At present
the library is' in constant use, and
r.cvor an evening passes without a
line of young people waiting for a
"good book" to rea l over night. Efforts have been mr.de to establish a
library in Clovis, but no grontcr gift
to the children can be made than the
gift of good story books, or money
contributions for the purchase of
books for the high school
library.
Thus our schools will serve in the capacity of Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A.,
and Public Library.
High School Operetta Great Success.
The high school music department
cored, again when they presented
the comic operetta, the Captain of
Plymouth, to two well filled houses.
Under the direction of Miss Marie

Fischer sixty trained voices presented
the story in music of Captain Miles
Standish, the old captain who was
brave in war, but feared the thundering "no" of a woman. Marion Elliott,
though somewhat hoarse from a severe cold, presented his part well,
though not BingJng with the force
that characterizes this coming soloist.
Kathleen Love, Mary Lillian Reagan,
and Wendell Foreman, sang and play
ed with great success, and though
they have each helped in previous
operettas, they never did better than
l,
at this performance. Gertrude
the principal character in the
Plymouth sextette, played her part
well.
Kent Hunt, as first man to
the captain, kept the audience in an
uproar. The scenic effects were wonderful, showing the coming of nightfall, and the approach of dawn and
with a realistic touch. Taken as a
whole the young
people deserve
especial commendation and their director, Miss Fischer, deserves the
credit for the success. A number pronounced this performance to be the
best of any previous high school
event.
Hock-enhul-

Lazy folks take the most pains.
It is less painful to learn in youth
than to be ignorant

Trustworthiness Attract.
If you can't be a genius you mn
be a shft) and snne leader In your own
line. You ran make reliability your
motto and wrest from reluctant conditions a competence worthy of your
rating. The majority ot mortals are
not trustworthy. They do what attracts irrespective of what the results
may hp. It's so easy to sec the pot
t the foot of the rainbow
of gold
until you go alter It. But promises
are variable quantities, that require
surrifires of menus or self to uiata
real. In the process murh of the ros.
ness loses Its color and we And life
more roniinoiiplarc than we dreamed.
Ho the honest seeker after place In
progress will try to make good withAnd by the
out leaning on fate.
process of developing himself he will
often rise to the merit and reward
of genius. This It nil nature offers
to men ami they grow by using what
tbey have. Grit.
Heating y Acetylene.
Acetylene as 8 substitute for coal In
domestic heating In Switzerland Is reported to have given great satisfaction.
For several months, the Palace hotel,
a block of five houses at Lausanne,
has been heated by hot water from a
central station, where acetylene Is
generated In a stationary apparatus,
mixed with air, and burned In a coll
system.
In 20 minutes the entire hot
water service for the five houses can
he raised to 100 to 175 degrees
Heating the building In midF.
winter would require nearly a ton of
coal per day. but In mild winter
weather a comfortable temperature Is
maintained with a dally consumption
of 200 to 500 pounds of carbide.
'

1
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Spring Samples
Spring samples for Tailor Made suits are here,
your selection.

come in now and make

We are still selling goods at surprisingly low
prices, for ve believe in turning our goods in a
hurry, and, are giving the public the benefit of the
savings.

X

Spring Clothes Are Coming
Our new spring styles will be here within a

short time. Don't forget
that our store is headquarters for everything for the man to wear.

While.

Three-Legge-

Low Prices Still Prevail

sj

x

be forbidden.

A whale with three legs, the first
ever 4lrovered. has been caught at a
whaling station near British Columbia
The legs project four feet from the
body near the tall and are about six
lme broad. The whale Is a femalt
fifty feet long.

It

Whale Sausage and Steak.
Delicacies made from the flesh of
the n,ar-ke- t
whales are now helng r"t

Buy what thou hast no need of and
by Newfoundland whalers. Among
ere long thou shall sell thy
meat extract
them are sausages,
canned steaks and tongue.
News

Classified

Ads

get results.

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.

CLEANING
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Telephone Fluctuation.
chart represent Iuk the telephone
business of the nvcrak'e day shows
thut from midnight to (I a. m. business
Is small and eel line smaller; then as
the retail stores and other "early" businesses iie!n lo shake off their slumAs nlllceg
bers It slarts to mount.
open anil clear for Hie day's action the
rnle of Increase gets faster and faster,
until in the one hour between nine and
Id the calls are three limes as numerA

Wmli-r-

NVwHJiap--

Kuskln,

CAKES OF LONG AGO.

Lii.'i 'V

'.

:,....'

Caltes nuule at homo, inlwd and
buked by the hniiseinotlier herself, are
nmeli more appreciated
liy tlie fiimlly t Ixi 11 if
nuii'li inure Is spent by
buying them In the
Bin i ik.
A box of liiiine-liuid- e
cookies or small
cukes makes n much-prizeRift and the one
D who makes nnd elves
them will tlnd n erenter
pleasure If the gift Is a result of her

.

Euyevs who closely analyze values find in the Nash Six gre?t-e- r
worth per dollar invested than in any other car approaching
its quality.
The ITach Six possesses unusual power, economy, and quietmotor.
ness rUie to the Nash Perfected
The Nash Six is beautiful in appearance and thoroughly high
grade in every detail of design, construction, equipment, and fittings. It is roomy and exceedingly easy riding.
Compare the Nash Six, quality by quality, with others and
you will understand the reason for the high regard in which it
is held by its thousands of owners.
Valve-in-hea-

Touring Car
Roadster
Sport Model
Touring Car
Coupe
Sedan
Prices f.

Seven-Passeng-

Four-Passei.-

Seven-Passeng-

d

with
lfi!5 with
1K."0 with
1875 with
- 2(5."0 with
2805 w'.th
Kenosha
$ 1 (105

o. b.

reft

cord
cord
cord
cord
cord

ffii

.

MILLER-NAS-

H

sPHliiJ

o

tires
tires
tires
tires
tires
tires

cord

MOTOR CO.
W

wjprEJErtHi

VflLUB CARS ftT U0LUM6 PRICES

'

ous as ilui'lin; the lilt iiiiiiu'i-- s Immediately precedinu. As the day's business
(rets Inio full swiim, wiih everybody
at work, calls continue in Increase,
ihnudi at a much h- -s aim mini: pace;
for the day Is car
iih'l i he peak-loaried by Ibe hour between In and II,
with 4'JS.IJIK) culls in New York City.

U7

(a)

Seed Cakes. The
seed
en lies which our irniiul n ml
en.liiyecl have not lost any of
their dellelipusni'ss. Wash on etipful
of butler In ene half cuprul of rose
water, then cream It ami add two cap-fill- s
of snenr.
lieitt foUr
uml
add to the first mlxlnre with three
tiihlespodtifuls
of caraway seed and
three drops of the oil of cinnamon ;
add oiie balf cupful of holllm; water
with one-hal- f
teaspomiful of smla and
a half teasiiMiiiful nf -- all. Add four
eupfuls uf Hour and, If needed, n little milk. Prop mi buttered paper or
ImkliiK sheets In balls the size of nut-meand bake In n iiuiderntn oven.
This recipe dates back lo 17W.
Cider Cake, Cream one cupful of
butter, add two eupfuls nf sunar, one.
fourth teaspnnnfiil nf salt and one
of olmiiiiiini) and allspice
mixed ; ndd three well beaten eitcs, a
cupful of elder nnd nop teaspnnnfiil
of sodn. Mix with three eupfuls of
flour and hake In a loaf In n moderate
oven. Cover with brown siiyar frost-luThis cake was a jfreut fuvorlte
In 17!M1.

S

If

Gsneial o' U"itcd St.ites Army.
I'ollowlni; are the six American generals: I'lysses S (Iran'. I'lilllp II.
Sheridan. William Tecimseh Sherniali,
Taski-II. Illiss (eiueruemy) I'eyion
C. March (emorironcy)
and .Tohn .T.
I'ft-sl- i
persliliiu' was minle a full
lii(r.
ireneral September 3. 1019. He wns In
cominuiid of the American expeditionary forces.
There are two lieutenant generals
In the army Hunter Liggett and Robert I.. Dullard and live major generals Leonard Wood. John T MorrNnn,
diaries i, Mor'on. William L. Slhert
and Il"iiry (i. Shuvpe

handiwork.
Little Plum Cakes. Measure four
cupruls of Hour, one cupful each of
siiKiir nnd butter, onP toiiMpooiifui of
mixed spices, and one half teaspoon,
fill of salt. Dent the bulicr lo n
cream; add three well beulen eiru's,
oiH' hnlf pound of raising Hie seedles
A room ten feet l.inir, ten ft et wide
kind, nnd one linlf miiin of cniiunts.
Add to the llmir mixture anil beat a'vl t"ii feet high cont tir.s nppn.xi-ini.lclbard fur ten minutes. This will form
seventy-fiv- e
pounds of air.
a stiff piisie.
llmir on tin
bnklni! sheets mill drnp the batter the
size of u walnut on them. I!ul;c In
a brisk oven.

The Quality of the NASH SIX Is Emphasized by
Comparison with Cars Approximating it in Price

REPAIRING

Mil

We ought not to Ret books too
cheaply. No book, 1 bulleve. Is ever
worth halt so much to Its rumler as
ene Unit has Iwon coveted fur n your,
and bouifht nut ot saved hiill'iience.
and perhaps a day or two's timiinc.
Thill's the wuy to get at the cream of

- rl

. .- .-

iTssT

PRESSING

lUiLN
m
QEHCaBINETia
(S.

(D

0

-

Spring outfits for the Boys, are now in demand, and we have a complete assortment of
"EXTRAGOOD" suits that will please the youngsters. Bring then in and let us fit them.

111

I

Poisonsd by Cream Cakes.
Doctors Lesne, Vlolle and Langle report to the Press Medlcaie (Paris) a
case of many children being poisoned
by cream cakes that had stood for 24
hours In a window show case. &i
many of these cases occur In the summer time that. It Is suggested that
such fillings mode of sugar, gelatin,

stc,

Oothes for
the Boy!

iSk

is

1

StickingType
is

one thing and

ArthticaUy ftenforW
A
is another.

I

dvertlsipq
We specialize

in

the latter
the kind that will
make your letterheads, stationery and advertising matter a
credit to your business. Q See
US the next time von nerl
something in the printing line.

y
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cws Ch.ssified AJ.

Dodge Brothers Cars

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Ikarda Motor Co.

tt"
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Friday and Saturday, February 1th and 12th
1

4

4

.

.4
.4

'!

4-- ;
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Opeko Coffee

'
(

:

Symonds Inn Peanut Butter

Skin Soap

This

;

A ricli, meaty product, excellent food.

isal.lciKldflli-lHira.lcColT- ir,

ruaslcil mid packed by the latest
drink and a

A Miperh

Standard price, per jar

ma-cliine-

won-

:!,V

SALE, 2 jars for

!' WEEK-EN-

'

;

59c
.

j!

Slaudanl price
'!'

f0e

Miuud

1

WEEK END SALE,

'

21b

for

89c

j:

Liggett's Chewing Gum

)
I

SALE,

WEEK-EN-

4.1.
.
4. i

3

3c

pkgs. for ..11c

. t

Standard price, per pound
!;

Standard price per cake

1
1

23c

;!

jj

WEEK" END SALE- - Per Pound..89c;;

.-

-

(!

Standard price,

jer

package

Standard price, per bottle

50c

SALE, 2 packages for 89c

WEEK-EN-

L!T?,oXvtact

i

Bouillon Cubes

i!

I

4. i
4.
4,t
4. t
4.
4. t
.
4.1
.l
4. I

WEEK-EN-

A

I

jj

WEEK-EN-

23ci

SALE, 2 bottles for

Standard Price,

splendid iieiji.
I

ob package

i

t

4.i

OXol

The

73c

.4
.4

4,1
4.1
4. .

.4
.4
.4
.4

WEEK-EN-

SALE, per pound

.79c

i

.4
.4
.4

4

.4
.4

Symonds Inn
Cocoa

Unexcelled in quality
without any

Store
We Fill Mail Orders!;

.4
.4

.fl.23

4
vX

slip

Standard price, per package

SALE, 2 pkgs for ..89c ;!Clovis, New Mexico

WEEK-EN-

4.1

:t
;,4

39cj

Southwestern Drug Co.

I;

4.1

SALE, per pound ..79c

.4

.

Opeko Tea

4.1
4. .
4. i
4. (
4. i
4. I
4.
4. t
4.1

.4
.4
.4
.4

.$1.23

Standard price per pound

Liggett's

4.t
4..
4..
4.i

:

Tempting Sweets
,;

SALE, 2 cakes for ...39c

WEEK-EN-

.1

i

U0

I'Sub.r price, per pound

.i

4.1
'
4.
.
4.1

4--

l

Klenzo Tar Shampoo Soap

4t

'

1.4

;j

Martin Dipped Almonds

!;

Standard Price, per package

.

.4

!

l

.

Excellent Quality

I'

.

Here are Some Splendid Bargains

39c!

i

::

4..

4.

23c

SALE, 2 cakes for

j; WEEK-EN-

x

!;

'iw, per cake

!;

!

l',m'

J;

1

.

l'ra-j-

.4

Triola Sweets

'

.

Clean,

derful value.

!

r.

Splendid grade of soap.
1,11,1

i

CANDIES

'?
"'

WEEK-EN-

30e

SALE, 2 packages for 69c

,.
..4
..4
..4
..4
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f4
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CLASSIFIED

A 1) S

:
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It
1H)AI!I)

HOO.MS-Murriwi'tl-

10!)

Brown-Thompso-

,

South

StriTt.

Washing

WANTKD
I. lino.

ut 111) North

Satisfui'tiim Kuuiant'.'i'd.

(II ANT

K.ibbits

ut
I'hoiii 212 or
I.em A. Wright.
St.

ltp

fuiaialud
objection,
Hp

nililc
KlK
).'
loom; one I'liilil no
l'liono 120.
RKNT-1-

for Bale.
Lane

lU(i N.

'SeamsticsM wants
Miss
prices reasonalile.
Hi.bn, phone 2S7, 2tH S. Axtell.
)
KXTKIMKNCKD

f slues to
pair
repair, ('lovis Shoe Hospital, W.
(Irniiil Avenue.
tfc
WANTKD

SA1.K--2- 0
In.'s for sale at
McLean,
$7."0 pt r head, tieo-yC.iu'iiy lioad Superinteiiileiit.

YVH

c

WANTKD-

'tii n sewing. First class
work, prompt service, lowest prices.
Call and see Mrs. V. K. Mines, South
I'rince St., Sheriff Addition.

HAKdAlN if sold at once. My
irrist mill, five rjom residence and
two lots.
Would take some trade.
A

J.

I!.

'

4444444444444

;

K.V1K
Word Pit Usui'

A NO

Mr. and Mrs. C. V, Harrison, Rev.
Night Police F. E. Sadler arrested'
Rev. W. W. Brander, rector of the
If you have tried nil tlu rest, try 4 4
Riinliuht, it's tlui lii'st.
Episcopal church, returned the latter a nnin Monday night who came in and Mrs. C. I). Poslon, Mr. and Mrs.
4
RANCHVALE NEWS
part of last week from a trrp tl points from Amaiillo on the late train J E. A. Story, Mr. ::nd Mrs. A. S.
1K)(! OWXKKS
I am buying and
in the east.
Officers there said that he was want-- ; Crouch. Mr. and Mrs. R. (1, Hewett,
shipping ho(rj and will liny heavy
Mr. ind Mrs. J. Burns Smith, Mr and
See
bona as well as lighter weights.
LET L'S FIGURE your sidewalk. cd for robbing a man of $200. Mr.
Mrs E. W Reugan, O M, Reese and
The many friends of Jack Groves Brick, tile and concrete work.
me ut Itaniey and W lkinson's offiee
n
Sadler says his man had $200.0.") J. L. Stevi nson m.itored to Portale.i
or write T. W. Stricklin, llox 82, will be glad to nnow that he is imConstruction Co., room 2(i when he took him In re. He was reSunday afternoon where Rev. Postan
proving rapidly.
Clm-iaN. M.
Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M.
turned to Amarillo Tuesday morning delivered a sermon at the First ChrisMessrs. Smith and Bush have gone
STRAYKD
Two cows, one with to ather states on business.
tian church.
If it is the best it is Sunlight. 13tfc to face the law.
horns, ear mark under gLipe of
Leslie (irowden is improving rapidright ear crop and under hit of left ly from a case of diphtheria. Their mn
ear. Branded on left side with "XX" quarantine lasts for two Weeks longer.
on left hip "X", on ight hip circle
The baby of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
One cow dehorned, branded Groves is very ill.
"T".
with slash on left hip. These cows
Jno. F, Taylor and family braved
are now located on farm of J. W. the storm last Sunday afternoon to
Morn, 22 miles northwest of Clo"1- -. come to P.anchvale for singing, but
Owner may have snme by paying the storm sent the crowd name and
feed bill and for this ad.
the visitors, after taking supper with
.Mrs. Lenn S. Maxwell,
Numerous tests have proved that five minutes are usually suffidrove back
FOR SAI.K
Eight thoroughbred big
home, But Mr. Taylor snys meet him
type Poland China bred gilts, to
cient to complete an ordinary business or social transaction by
here the third Sunday in this month
farrow in early spring. Sired by my
for singing.
telephone.
famous herd hoar, Big Long Bob,
Mr. Hendrix and family will move
!!M."!); direct descendant
of CaldMr. Men- to Texas in two weeks.
well's Big Bob. Bred to my young
Courtesy in the use of a party line will enable all persons enhas rented his place to the son
drix
T. Also have
herd boar Colonel
daughter of Grandpa Whittaker.
and
titled to telephone service over it to receive their share.
ab.mt 2." young gilts and plenty of
These parties are on their way here
weaning pigs. See A. I,. Dickey, two
from Arizona.
miles
northeast of Clovis. Phone
Occasionally a conversation on a party line is interrupted by
To say that the wheat raisers are
1S3 Fl.
glad to have this snow expresses it
another patron. Please be courteous and receive his apology
mildly.
Even the mirth truck braved
ROOFING
I
Monday,
many
on
not
drifts
min
the
kindly. Do not retort with a "Get off the line" or a similar remark
There is no time like the present to
utes late, either.
n
if your neighbor accidentally interrupts.
fix that old leaky roof. Sec
Mrs. Long, mother of Mr. Long of
Construction Company for our community, was stricken with
roofing mid re paralyses last Thursday.
all kinds of built-uNor is it a kind act to compel your neighbor to wait more than
!
I
pairing. Room 2ii, Burry Building,
("lovis, N. M.
FIVE MINUTES while you hold the line unless your conversaIf the flour is Sunlight, the bread
will be right.
tion is very important. Please remember he is entitled to an
W. C. T. U. MEMORIAL.
FOR FARNCES E.
I treat all disenses and disorders of
equal amount of service with you.

Waits.

FOR SAI.K
Single lnuriry harness
on (rood terms. Or would trade for
good milk cow. 1. .1. Gdlihind, 120
North Heed.

FOIt SAI.K OH Tl! ADK Scholarship iti Tyler Commercial College-1'iioue, write or sec
Tyler, Tixa:?.
B. F. Fears, Farwei;, I'exas.
FOR UK NT Five room house mi N.
See Mrs. Dora B.
Pile Street.
Holden ut the north end of Main
Street,
3

YOU ritOPOSE building we can
serve you well. Call and talk it
Construcover.
tion Co., Room 2fi, Bairy Bldg. 2!Hfc

IF

Brown-Tlumpso- n

WILL TRADE well secured $1,000
note dun Nov. 1, 1923, drawing
interest, for seme good cows
10
For particulars inquire at News Office.

As to Party Lines

Brown-Thompso-

p

WU-LAR-

The W. C. T: II. will give a memorial program for France E.
Monday afternoon, Feb. 11th,
at 3 o'clock at the Presbyterim
Church. All members urged to be
present.
Song "Blest Be the Tie That
Binds.'
Scripture reading by Mrs. Rickcfts.
Prayer Mrs. Paston.
Reading of the minutes.
Unfinished business.
Roll call with quotations
from
Frances E. W'illnrd.
Mrs. Switzer.
Solo
Reading Mrs. G. M. lloekonlmll.
Ladies "Your Mission."
Quartvtte
Life of Frances E. Willard Mrs
A. B. Austin.
Song "White Ribbon Variations."
Closing 'The Temperance Doxol- ogy."
Everyone Is cordially Invited; to
this meeting.

and
attend
women
canfincment
cases. Dr. II. R. Gibson,

Wil-lar- d

nnd Mrs. J. T.
here for a visit at the
and Mrs. W. E. Spade,
Stalcup formerly lived
Mr.

Stalcup are
h une of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs.

Telephone courtesy will enable your neighbor to complete his
conversation sooner than if he is asked if he is "going to hold the
line all day."

in Clovis.

We're strong for Clovis and
Flour.
One of the greatest penalties
that can be imposed on a Hindu is
that of being outensted, as it means
social ostracism. No man may eat
with him and his own relations will
not allow him in their homes.

As to Long Distance
It's a real pleasure to sit in your home in the evening and talk
with friends at distant points. Ask our Manager for EVENING
and NIGHT rates. Under these rates TALK IS CHEAP!

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends
for their kindness to us during the
sickness and death of our loved one.
Fred N . Linn, and children.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Boyle and family.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
B&3E3

